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Veterans' Mairs because of his chairmanship of another committee. He gives
it up voluntarily, out of a sense of devotion and care for veterans. He has
stated. that his duties in connection with
the Committee on Public Works, which
includes the entire highway system, have
become so heavy that he cannot devote
enough time to see that the veterans
receive the care they need. This willingness to sacrifice is typical of the dedication and devotion of the Senator from
West Virginia.
This kind of dedication is needed all
over the country. I am glad that he is
staying on the committee.
I think it is a great credit to the Senator that with all of his actions and all of
his great accomplishments, he is now
retiring to let someone else continue his
efforts.
It is not the words we say here, but
what the Senator has done in his 19
months of service to our veterans and
their families that counts. We also know
that he has done it for the benefit of
the Nation as a whole.
Once more I congratulate the Senator
for his great leadership and his manifold accomplishments.
Mr. RANDOLPH. I am grateful for the
generous remarks of the Senator from
Texas. He has been a leader in the work
to aid our veterans.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President, will my colleague yield to me before
he concludes his remarks?
Mr. RANDOLPH. I am happy to yield.
Mr. BYRD of West V~rginia. I want
to add my commendation to those which
have already been expressed by my colleagues concerning the truly exemplary
work which my senior colleague has performed as chairman of the Subcommittee on Veterans' Affairs.
I can appreciate, as other Senators
can appreciate, his reasons for relinquishing this honor and this very impOl·tant post. He has adequately explained those reasons.
Let me say that in my observation of
his work as chairman of the Subcommittee on Veterans' Affairs, I have been
impressed by the fact that he has, at all
times, been diligent in his efforts to
serve the good interests of American
veterans and their families. Not only has
he been diligent, but he has also been
effective.
He is today stating in this Chamber
his decision to relinquish the chairmanship but I am sure that this does not
mean that his interest in, and his services to, our veterans and their families
will wane. We all know that his good
work in behalf of veterans will continue.
I congratulate my distinguished colleague. Not only the veterans of America
but also my colleagues who are similarly
interested in veterans, owe him a debt
of gratitude.
Mr. RANDOLPH. I appreciate the
gracious comments of my colleague from
West Virginia.
I sense that there is a continuing
commitment among all Members of this
body to the veterans and their families,
who form, as I have indicated, more
than 40 percent of our population. There
is still much to be done.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, I want

to take this opportunity to join other
Senators in expressing my profound appreciation for the magnificent work performed by the distinguished Senator
from West Virginia [Mi'. RANDOLPH] as
chairman of the Subcommittee on Veterans' Affairs of the Committee on Labor
and Public Welfare.
It is so characteristic of his contributions not only in this field but also in all
those in which his wide interests require him to be active.
Mr. RANDOLPH. I thank the distinguished Senator from Minnesota [Mr.
MONDALE] for his kind remarks.
Mr. DOMINICK. Mr. President, as the
ranking minority member of the Veterans' Subcommittee, I wish to express
appreciation to the distinguished Senator from West Virginia [Mr, RANDOLPH]
for the splendid cooperation he has always given the minority members of the
SUbcommittee. Under his leadership, the
subcommittee has continued its bipartisanapproach to veterans legislation.
Any disagreements-and there have been
very few-have not been partisan; we
have all worked under his leadership
with one purpose in mind-to benefit our
Nation's 26 million "eterans.
I know that he is leaving this position
reluctantly, but I assure him that I am
looking forward to continuing our working relationship on both the subcommittee and the full committee.
Mr. RANDOLPH. The Senator from
Colorado [Mr. DOMINICK] is an effective
member of our SUbcommittee, as I indicated earlier. I am grateful for his
cooperation.
INTERFERENCE WITH CIVIL RIGHTS
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill (H.R. 2516) to prescribe penalties for certain acts of violence or
intimidation, and for other purposes.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, the
Senate has been involved for some dayS
in a discussion of what I regard as perhaps the most important issue to face
Congress this session; namely, the question of whether we will decide once and
for all to prohibit deeply imbedded patterns of segregated living in America, by
enacting a meaningful law against
widely practiced efforts to restrict housing to minorities through the discriminatory sale of rentals on housing.
To me, the issue is basically a simple
one. It comes down to the matter of
right and wrong, to the question of
whether a person, otherwise able to purchase a home, otherwise wholly suitable
for homeownership and for residence
within a community shall, nevertheless,
be denied the opportunity to purchase a
home, or to rent quarters, solely because
of his color.
Mr. President, it is a tragedy that in
America today the answer is that he may
not purchase such a home, or rent such
dwellings, in a vast majority of instances
throughout the country.
The consequences that flow from this
outrageous discriminatory practice have
been developed at great length by many
speakers in this Chamber since the
pending amendment was introduced.
One of the standard arguments
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against fair housing is the theory-a
false one-that if a Negro family moves
into an all-white community, the real
estate values will fall.
This is one of the oldest myths-and
that is what it is-raised repeatedly by
those who oppose decency in the sale
and rental of housing throughout the
Nation.
A significant study was made by Dr.
Luigi Laurent!. It is entitled "An Economic Analysis of Property Values and
Race." It was analyzed in an article in
Land Economics, written by Mr. Anthony
Downs, of the University of Chicago.
The study has many different aspects
which I shall insert in the RECORD and
not repeat here but it states this in
conclusion:
The study's major conclusion can be
stated as follows; when nonwhites enter a
previously all-White neighborhood consistIng primarily of single-family residences,
and no other changes in neighborhood character occur, then prices of residential property In the area w1ll probably not decline
and may very well rise in comparison With
prices in similar neighborhoods that have
remained all white. In other words. nonwhite entry alone--as distinguished from
such changes In physical use as Increased
density-rarely causes residential property
to fall In price, and quite often causes It
to rise.

Mr. President, this study, which goes
on for several pages, explodes the myth
that entry of nonwhites into an all-white
community diminishes real estate values.
I ask unanimous consent to have the
study printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the study
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
[Reprinted from Land Economics (University
of Wisconsin) vol. 36, No.2, May 1960]
AN ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF PROPERTY VALUES
AND RACE (LAURENT!)

Do property-prices fall when nonwhites
move Into a neighborhood? Probably no other
question concerning real estate has created
so much controversy or played such an Important a role In determining the ethnic
ecology of our cities. Yet objective evidence
about the answer has been so scarce that the
controversy has consisted mostly of hearsay,
opinions, and prejudicies rather than facts.
But now The Commission on Race and HousIng has sponsored a stUdy In Which a mass
of data has been gathered and analyzed by
Luigi Laurenti and set forth In a new book
entitled, Property Values and Race.1 Because
this study Is the most comprehensive, thorough, and scientific analysis ever made concerning the impact of race upon sales prices
of property, It deserves careful evaluation by
appraisers, brokers, and everyone else concerned with real estate.
The study's major conclusion can be stated
as follows: When nonWhites enter a preViously all-white neighborhood consisting primarily of single-family residences, and no
other changes in neighborhood character occur, then prices of residential property In
the area will probably not decline and may
very well rise in comparison with prices ·In
similar neighborhoods that have remained
1 Luigi Laurenti, Property Values and Race
(Berkeley: University of California Press.
1960), xix plUS 256 p .• $6.00. Although Laurenti uses the term value as eqUivalent to
price I have retained the traditional distinction in this review article. Therefore, since
his study concerns sales prices of properties
I use the term price in many places Where he
refers to value.
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all-white? In other words, nonwhite entry
alone-as distinguished from such changes
In physical use as Increased density-rarely
causes residential property to fall in price,
and quite often causes It to rise.
This conclusion Is so directly opposite to
traditional opinions that it deserves extremely careful analysis. Therefore we shall
examine at some length the methods used to
derive this result In order to discover whether
they are truly valld. Then we shall discuss
the study's llmltations and Its Impllcatlons
for all cities.
The Methodology. Although the subtitle of
Laurenti's work is, "Studies in Seven Cities,"
its real meat is an analysis of neighborhoods
in San Francisco, Oakland. and Philadelphia.
In order to isolate the influence of nonwhite
entry upon prices of property, he chose
twenty neighborhoods in Which entry had occurred at some time during the past fifteen
years and compared price movements in each
one with price movements In one or more
similar neighborhoods which had remained
all white. Nineteen such "control" neighborhoods were uesd, but some were compared
with more than one "test" neighborhood.
Thus a total of thirty-four comparisons was
made. In each one the two areas being compared were similar in size, reputation, type
and price of homes, and character Of residents; hence the only major difference between them was the entry of nonwhites into
the "test" neighborhood.
For each area Laurenti obtained the sales
prices of as many transactions as possible for
the six-year period from mid-1949 to mid1955. In San Francisco and oakland these
prices were procured from multiple-listing
services; in Phlladelphla they were provided
by real estate directories. Over 9,700 sales
prices were analyzed-a total comprising
about 40 percent of all sales during the sixyear study period in the areas considered.
Two methods of comparison between prices
in the paired neighborhoods were employed.
Where properties in both areas had very
. simllar prices and price ranges within each
area were not large, average sales prices for
each quarter were compared directly. When
these conditions did not apply, quarterly
comparisons were made of the average ratio
of prices to 1950 assessed values. In either
case the end result was a series of quarterly
averages for each neighborhood, which was
then graphed and analyzed numerically.
The most significant results of this anaiysls are derived from the ratio of test-area
prices to control-area prices, which was computed both before and after nonwhite entry
into each test area. Changes in this ratio
serve as indicators of the effect of nonwhite
entry on property prices. For example, assume that two areas are being OOIIlpared:
Area T (the test area), into which nonwhites
entered in 1951, and Area C (the control
area). which is still 100 percent white. Sale
prices in Area T for the pre-entry period
(from the beginning of the study in 1949 untll entry In 1951) averaged $8,000, whereas
sales prices in Area C during the same period
averaged $10,000. Thus the pre-entry ratio of
test prices to control prices is .80. But for the
four quarters immediately preceding the end
of the study, prices averaged $9,900 in Area
T and $11,000 in Area C-a ratio of .90. Thus
the ratio rose .10 over the period, which is
equal to 12.5 percent of its original level
(.80). It is this percentage change in the
test-price/control-price ratio (12.5 percent in
the example) which is used to indicate the
impact of nonwhite entry on prices. Whenever the ratio rises or falls by 5 percent or
less after nonwhite entry the impact is considered Insignificant. If the ratio increases by
more than 5 percent. the relative gain of test
• In the areas stUdied by Laurenti, 95 percent to 100 percent of the nonwhites were
Negroes and almost all the whites were Caucasians.

prices over control prices implies that nonwhite entry increased property prices. If the
ratio falls by more than 5 percent, the relative loss of test prices compared to control
prices implies that nonwhite entry decreased
property prices. This methodological description may seem unduly detailed but such detall is necessary for a full understanding of
Laurenti's results.·
However, before we examine those results, one signiflcant limitation of the study
shOUld be mentioned. Almost all of the
neighborhoods selected consisted primarily
of single-family residences occupied solely by
their owners. This was true both before and
after nonwhite entry. Furthermore, most of
the test neighborhoods were not contiguous
to other areas of nonwhite population. Some
were as far as two miles from the nearest
nonwhite resident when entry first occurred.
These characteristics make the test neighborhoods quite different from areas of racial
transition in cities such as Chicago and New
York, where nonwhite entry usually occurs
on the periphery of neighborhoods already
heaVily nonWhite, and often involves significant increases in popUlation density. Thus
the conclusions derived from Laurenti's stUdy
cannot be directly applled to transition in
all other cities--a fact he himself recognizes.
Nevertheless, granted this limitation-the
import Of which we wlll discuss later-it is
hard to imagine a better-designed or more
scientifically-conducted study than Property
Values and Race. A great many neighborhoods are considered, control comparisons are
made throughout, the sample studied includes almost half of all the sales that occurred during the test period, and the
analysis is thorough and objective. Even the
effects upon prices of differences in financing
between white and nonwhite buyers are
proved to be irrelevant by a careful subsidiary study. In my opinion, the methodoiogy is so well constructed and well applied
that the conclusions cannot be challenged
as resulting from either inSUfficient data or
misinterpretation of evidence.
The Results. As noted above, the study'S
most significant results consist of changes. in
the ratio of test-area prices to control-area
prices for each paired comparison over the
period of nonwhite entry. These changes,
which reflect gains and losses of lest-area
prices relative to control-area prices, are
summarized (for all neighborhoods) in the
follOWing table:

City

San Francisco •••
Oakland ••• __ ._.
Philadelphia. _._

ComComparisons parisons
Number with no
which
of com- significant show
parisons ~hange
relative
In price
gain for
ralio
lest-area
prices

14

17
3

TolaL __ • __ ••

34

Total percent..

100

7
5
I

4
10
2

Comparisons
which
show
relative
loss for
lest-area
prices

3
2
0

13

16

5

38.3

47

14.7

This table indicates that in almost half
of the price-comparisons made, prices in the
racially-mixed neighborhood increased significantly, relative to those in the all-white
neighborhood. Positive changes in the testprice/control-price ratio ranged from 5.1
percent to 26.3 percent and averaged 11.7
percent. In 38.3 percent of the comparisons,
no significant change in the ratio was observed. Thus in only one out Of seven cases
was nonwhite entry followed by a significant
decline in test-area prices relative to control-

• These percentages differ slightly from
those given by Laurenti on page 51 because
I believe his figures are in error. His error
understates the upward influence or nonWhite entry on prices.
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area prices. These declines ranged from 5.1

percent to 9.1 percent and averaged 6.7 percent.
It is true that erratic price-movements in
many areas caused enormous short-run variations in the key ratio. Test prices sometimes
zoomed far above control prices or vice versa
during one quarter, only to plunge far below
shortly thereafter. Thus it might be argued
that comparing the ratio before and after
entry is an arbitrary process with results dependent upon What moment after entry is
selected for matching with the pre-entry
period. However, Laurenti based his postentry comparison upon a four-quarter period
precisely to avoid biases caused by very
short-run fiuctuations, Furthermore, the
analysis was cut off at the same moment
(mid-1955) in all areas; therefore random
influences on prices should cancel out over
all 34 comparisons, leaving a basic pattern
embodying the effects of nonwhite entry.·
These effects contradict the preva1l1ng opinions of most citizens to a startling degree.
Specifically, Laurenti's reSUlts imply the follOWing conclusions:
(1) There is no single invariable effect of
nonwhite entry upon prices Of property.
Therefore it is completely false to say that
nonWhite entry always causes residential
property to decline in price.
(2) Nonwhite entry caused property vaJ.ues
to rise much more often than it caused them
to fall. sales prices In test areas lnoreased
relative to those In control a.reas 3.5 times
as often as truly decree.sed. Furthermore, the
degree of increase was s.1gnificantly larger
than the degree of decrease.(3) Whether prices of property In transitLon areas will increase or decrease relative
to those In all-white areas does not depend
upon the magnitUde of the nonwhite influx.
When the study ended, the popUlation in
Laurenti's test neighborhoods ra.nged from
3 percent to 75 percent nonwhite but there
was no apparent correlation between the percentage of nonwhites and changes In property
prices.
Why Prices Did Not Fall. Since the purpose
of Laurenti's stUdy is simply to present the
facts, he does not attempt to explain in detaU
Why his results are so differeilit from prevalling beliefs. However, the evidence he amasses
points to certain basic causes of thls discrepancy, Which we shall try to 1lluminate.
Two arguments are usually advanced to
uphold the belief that nonwhite entry depresses property prices. The first states that
such entry converts neighborhoods from lowdensity and high-quality maintenance to
high-density and low-quality maintenance,
resulting in rapid physical deterioration and
a depreciation of even those homes that have
been well maintained. However, this argument was completely inapplicable to the
neighborhoods in Laurentl's study. In these
areas the entering nonwhites kept up or improved the standards of density and ma.intenance that their white predecessors had exhibited. As noted previously, these neighborhoods consisted mainly of single-family
residences.
• One significant bias could result from the
fact that Laurenti's study took place during
a period of general housing shortage. Because this shortage has ended since the conclusion of his study his reSUlts need some
qualification before their present applicability can be jUdged. This problem is discussed
at length in a later section of this review.
- The average increase of 11.7 percent cannot be compared directly with the average
decrease of 6.7 percent because the time periods involved in the individual comparisons making up both averages vary from one
to six years. However, the magnitude of the
dllYerence between these two averages can be
taken as a general indicator that gains in
price were relatively larger than losses in
price.
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The second argument declares that nonwhite entry reduces prices because of panic
selllng. According to this View. as soon as a
non-white buys a home in an all-white
neighborhood many White owners become
frightened and try to sell their homes immediately. ThIs fioods the market and causes
a sharp fall in prices. Contrary to this view.
Laurenti's graphs reveal no consistent pattern of either relative or absolute price declines immediately after nonwhite entry.
This is true even though entry was completely
unexpected in many areas. There were a few
instances in which such panic occurred but
even in these cases test-area prices usually
regained their relative position shortly, and
sometimes climbed even higher than controlarea prices in the long run. But in most
areas, there was no pallic whatsoever; therefore this argument was also completely inapplicable.
One reason why so few white owners
panicked was undoubtedly the Widespread
awareness that nonwhite entry would not
lead to high density and lower maintenance
standards. Thus the absence of the first factor usually cited as a cause of declining
prices partially explains why the second factor also faUed to appear.
The foregoing analysis shows clearly why
property prices did not react to nonwhite
entry in the way most people in the real
estate profession expect them to react.
Neither of the price-depreciating factors usually associated With nonwhite entry was
present in the majority of test areas stUdied.
Thus it is incorrect for anyone to argue that
nonwhite entry always leads to either highdensity use or panic selling or both. These
outcomes may result but they are not inevitable consequences of nonwhite entry.
Laurenti's study proves conclusively that no
simple generalizations about the effects of
nonwhite entry upon prices are valid; hence
such effects can be predicted only after a
careful analysis of the factors operative in
each specific area of entry.
The Market Shift and Its Effect. One important aspect of such specific analysis is the
degree to which nonwhite entry causes the
market for future sales to shift from White
to nonwhite buyers. Because of prevailing
attitudes toward race the market for housing
does not consist of a single set of avallable
properties on the supply side and single set
of buyers on the demand side. Instead. both
supply and demand are divided into white
and nonwhite segments. Nonwhite buyers
either exclude themselves from access to the
white housing supply because they do not
want to live among whites. or they are involuntarlly excluded by tacit collusion
among realtors and sellers and by fear of
violence. On the other hand, whites typically
exclude themselves from access to the nonwhite housing supply because they do not
wish to live in nonwhite areas. But as the
nonwhite urban population grows it must be
housed somehow-either by new construction on vacant land or by the shifting of
extent housing from white to nonwhite use.
Since most vacant land exists only in allwhite areas, new housing has been built
mostly Within the White segment of the
market. except for public housing which is
usually bUilt on land cleared for this purpose. Therefore most additions to the supply
of nonwhite housing have come about
through shifts of "used" housing from the
white segment of the market to the nonwhite segment.
Such a shift usually starts to occur soon
after nonwhites first enter an all-white area.
In the areas Laurenti studied white residents
rarely left en masse when nonwhites started
moving into an all-white area; thus there
was no sudden increase in the supply of
homes offered for sale by whites. However.
there was almost always a decrease-some-
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times a sharp one--in the demand for housing by whites seeking to move into the area.
This fall in white demand was invariablY
accompallied by the appearance of nonwhite
demand for housing in. the area. Once the
racial "barrier" had been penetrated, nonWhites no longer felt excluded from this
portion of the White housing supply and
began Offering to buy houses there. In fact,
such transition areas were considered especially desirable by many nonwhites because
they offered both decent housing and escape
from nonwhite ghettos.
It is apparent from this analysis that the
impact of nonwhite entry upon prices depends upon two factors: (1) the degree to
which such a shift from White to nonwhite
market segments takes place, and (2) differences between white and nonwhite demand
for housing of a given type. The first factor
simply determines the degree to which the
second factor becomes operative: the more
an area is shifted from one market to the
other. the greater will be the effects of whatever differences exist between these markets.
Two factors in the nonwhite segment of
the housing market distinguish it from the
whit6 segment: an artificial restriction of
supply and a lower-centered distribution of
income among buyers. The very existence
of market segments creates an artificial restriction of supply for nonwhites: they cannot satisfy their demand for housing anywhere it is available, but must confine their
search to areas already penetrated by nonWhites (except for the rare individuals who
"pioneer" initial entry into all-white areas).
This fact creates pent-up housing demand
all across the nonwhite income distribution.
In those sections of the distribution where
the greatest number of non-Whites are clustered, the backlog of demand is greatest.
Since very low incomes are most numerous,
demand for low income housing Is very high
-in fact, it creates a great pressure to convert decent housing into small units accessible to lOW-income consumers. Thus the artificial restriction of supply In the nonwhite
market is partially responsible for the tendency of transition to cause increases in density which eventually result in physical deterioration of property.
But there is also a high demand among
nonwhites for decent low-density housing
accessible to middle-income consumers. An
increasing number of nonwhites are skllled
workers, businessmen, and professionals
capable of purchasing moderate-priced
homes and just as eager as whites to maintain decent housing standards. Their total
number is much smaller than the number of
whites who can afford the same level of
housing but, because the supply of such
housing available to nonWhites is so small,
the intensity of demand among nonwhites
is much greater. Thus when a given area
of middle-price housing shifts from the
white segment of the market to the nonwhite
segment, the intensity of demand for it is
likely to increase. This tends to raise prices
relative to simllar housing still in the white
market segment.
On the other hand, the intensity of demand for high-priced housing is likely to be
less among nonwhites than among whites.
In this case the effect of restricted supply for
nonwhites is outweighed by the effect of
their lower incomes. So few nonwhites can
afford high-priced housing that. When an
area of such housing shifts from the White
to the nonwhite market segment, its value
is likely to decline in comparison with similar housing still in the white segment. This
is exactly what happened in the one highpriced neighborhood stUdied by Laurent!.

ket to the nonwhite market, and the dUferences between these two markets at the
relevant price-level. Both of these aspects
are markedly influenced by the relation between supply and demand, in the housing
market as a Whole.
Although the supply of housing in the
Ullited States has grown rapidly since 1945,
not until 1958 did it catch up with the demand generated by the backlog from World
War II and the large number of familles
formed during the postwar period. Thus
from 1945 to 1958-the period in which
Laurenti conducted his study-there was a
relative shortage of housing. But during the
past two years, a surplus of supply has
caused the housing market to become relatively "soft." This shift from shortage to
surplus wl1l affect nonwhite impact upon
property values in two ways.
First, because the surplus of supply is
mainly in the White segment of the market
the intensity of demand for housing among
whites w1ll decline in all neighborhoods. But
demand among nonWhites for housing available to them wlll remain relatively high because of the artificial restriction of supply
explained above. Thus for white sellers in
any low- or middle-income neighborhood, the
relative attractiveness of selling to nonwhites
wlllincrease. If financing is avallable to nonwhites, they will be willing and able to offer
more for desirable property than Whites will
if it is not in the high-price range. As a
result, nonWhite entry should occur in more
predominantly single-family neighborhoods
not adjacent to ghettos than it has in the
past.
The second effect will take place once nonwhite entry occurs. Since whites looking for
homes have more alternatives than they had
in the period of shortage. and since most
whites do not wish to live in transition
neighborhoods. fewer wlll offer to bUy homes
in such neighborhoods. Once a nonwhite citizen enters a previously all-white area, the
"normal turnover" demand among whites
for homes in that area will fall off. much
faster than it did in periods of shbrtage.
Whites living in the neighborhood who wish
to move will find few White buyers Who can
match the prices that nonwhite buyers wlll
be offering; therefore they are more likely to
sell to nonWhites. In other words, the "soft"
condition of the white housing market will
cause any area where nonwhite entry has
occurred to shift into the nonWhite market
faster than it would have under conditions
of shortage. This Is precisely what happened
in one of the Oakland neighborhoods which
Laurenti studied, where white demand had
already sagged before nonWhites entered and
reversed the fall1ng trend of values.
Essentially, a surplus in the White housing
market increases the difference between the
intensity of demand found in the White market and that found in the nonWhite market.
Because nonwhites are denied access to most
of the housing supply the intensity of their
demand is not immediately affected by additions to supply made in the white sector.
This changes the "terms of trade" in favor
of nonwhites and should result in wider entry
of nonwhites into all-white areas and faster
transition of those areas to high levels of
nonwhite occupancy once entry has occurred.
However, these tendencies could be largely
offset by a decline In the rate at Which nonwhites migrate into Northern and Western
urban areas. If this rate subsides, as it shows
signs of doing, then the intensity of demand in the nonWhite market may decllne
also.· This would tend to make the White and

The Effects Of a General Housing SurplUS.

• Very few accurate data are available 011
the rate of migration of nonwhites into
Northern and Western cities. However, Real
Estate Research Corporation makes annual
surveys in Chicago to determine the number
of blocks which have more than 25 percent

Thus the effect of nonwhite entry upon prices
in a specific area can be predicted by analyzing two basic aspects of the ensuing change
in the area's "market location:" the degree
to which the area shifts from the White mar-
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nonwhite markets more alike, since a fall in
demand in the latter would have the same
effect as the increase in supply in the former.
In any case, Laurenti's study has proved that
the effect of nonwhite entry upon prices can
be determined only by specific analyses of
supply and demand, rather than by shibboleths about the inevitable relations between race and property prices.
The Other Cities Studied. Analysis of Laurenti's findings concerning San Francisco,
Oakland, and Philadelphia occupies 92 percent of Property Values and Race. The other·
8 percent consist of brief resumes of studies
made in Chicago, Kansas City, Detroit, and
Portland by five other authors. These
studies were not part of the project established by the Commission on Race and Housing, but are germane to the general topic
even though completely unrelated to each
other in method, scope, and times covered.
Their conclusions generally support Laurenti's own analysis with one interesting exception. In Portland, Oregon, studies were
made of five neighborhoods into which a
single Negro family moved, not followed by
other non-whites. So few sales were analyzed.
that the results are dubious but certain outcomes are of interest. First, in none of the
areas was there panic-selling by whites. Second, in three out of the four areas where
there were enough data for analysis, prices
did not fall absolutely but did decline relative to those in comparable all-white areas.
These results tend to confirm our preceding
analysis of the relevant factors in forecasting what prices wlll do after nonwhite entry.
EVidently the appearance of one Negro family
shifted the neighborhood out of the white
market but not far enough into the nonwhite
market to hold prices stable relative to similar all-white areas.
Limitations 0/ the Study's Application. Although Laurenti's conclusions cannot, in my
opinion, be strongly challenged on methodological grounds, this does not mean they
w11l be universally accepted. In fact, a basic
objection is sure to be raised against applying these conclusions to cities other than the
ones he studied. This objection states that,
since every city is unique, conclusions derived from San Francisco, Oakland, and Philadelphia are not necessarily applicable elsewhere. Such a vIew is most likely to be encountered in the form of remarks like, "it
may be true on the West Coast, but in my
city, when nonWhites move in, property
prices fall." How valid is this criticism? Its
validity depends upon two factors: (1)
Whether nonwhite entry in any given city
nonWhite occupancy. Yearly changes in this
total provide a crUde measure of changes in
the overall rate of growth of the nonwhite
popUlation. Such growth is caused by both
natural increase and net immigration but
the former should provide either constant or
increasing annual population increments.
Hence any decline in growth rates can be
attributed to declines in net immigration.
The number of blocks per week converted
from less than 25 percent nonwhite occupancy to more than 25 percent nonwhite
occupancy for various periods from 1950 to
1959 is as follows:
Average number blocks changed per week
Period covered.

April 1950 (census)October 1952
October 1952-Qctober 1953_____
October 1953-April 1955_______
April 1955-April 1956__________
April 1956-July 1957___________
July 1957-August 1958
August 1958-July 1959_________

2.96
2.85
2.15
2.35
3.78
2.59
1. 94

These figures indicate a significant decllne
in the rate of nonWhite expansion from its
peak in 1956-1957.

occurs under conditions significantly different from those stUdied by Laurenti, and (2)
if so, whether it can be proved that the differences involved mean nonWhite entry will
always cause property prices to fall.
The first factor is certainly operative in a
great ·many cities. In Chicago, for example,
nonwhite expansion nearly always occurs on
the edge of a giant ghetto and usually
(though not Invariably) involves Increases
in denSity and decreases in Income and occupational-status levels in the transition
neighborhoods. None of these conditions were
extant in the neighborhoods Laurenti
studied. The same dllferences In accompanying conditions exist in New York, Detroit,
Mllwaukee, Newark, and many other cities
With significant nonwhite minorities. In
fact, these particular differences are really
the only relevant grounds for arguing that
the conclusions Laurenti derived in three
cities are not appllcable to all others. The
question then becomes: does the fact that
these particular conditions have usually
coincided with nonWhite entry in certain
cities mean that such entry must lead to
declining property prices in those cities?
Surprisingly enough, the answer can be
derived from Laurenti's stUdy even though
he did not base his conclusions on neighborhoods where the above conditions existed.
His methodology Is designed to isolate the
effects of racial change upon property prices
from the effects of all other causal factors.
Where racial transition Is accompanied by
increased density or lower levels of Income
and occupational status the effects of these
factors upon property prices cannot be analytically separated from the effect of race
per se. This intermlnglln5 of effects may lead
people to "blame" racial change for results
actually caused by other factors. For example, in some cities racial transition, Is
usually accompanied by conversion of old
single-family dwellings to multl-famlly OCCUpancy. This causes a rise in population
denSity and rapid physical deterioration of
the converted properties. The whole neighborhood becomes downgraded and even wellmaintained homes still used by only one
family decl1ne in price. Such declines are
frequently attributed to racial change;
whereas they are really caused by the higher
denSity and lower economic status of the incoming population.
To escape the analytical difficulties inherent In such mUltiple causation, Laurenti
studied oniy neighborhoods where racial
change was not accompanied by increases in
density or declines In maintenance standards.
He therefore omitted neighborhoods on the
periphery of nonwhite ghettos and Instead
selected those into which nonwhites had
"leapfrogged" over sizeable distances from
the nearest prevIous nonwhite residences.
But in many American cities such "leapfrogging" is very rare; almost all nonWhite
expansion occurs on the borders of large
ghettos. Therefore in such cities realtors and
homeowners can argue that Laurenti's conclusions simply do not apply since racial
change IS almost always associated with
higher density and lower maintenance standards. Under these conditions, nonwhite
entry seems to lead directly to neighborhood
deterioration, with Its ensuing decllnes in
property prices.
Although this argument contains an important kernel of truth, it is still essentially
false. The kernel of truth is that racial
change Is indeed bound up with other
changes in many cities, for a yariety of reasons. But one of the most significant of
these reasons is the bellef that nonwhite
entry always ~eads to falling prlces-a bellef
which Laurenti's stUdy decisiyely disproves.
When this erroneous belief Is accepted by
White homeowners, they strongly oppose entry of nonwhites Into all-white areas of de-
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cent housing because they fear falling prices.
Such opposition keeps nonwhites bottled up
In ghettos and makes the density In them
so high tha t whenever a new border area
opens up for nonwhite settlement it is fiooded with residents far beyond its capacity
t.o house decently. This process tends
to confirm the original (but erroneous) bellef that nonwhite entry is invariably accompanied by rising density and falllng values. A vicious circle is created, founded on
what Robert Merton has labeled a "selffUlfilling prophecy:" "A false definition of a
situation evoking a new behavior which
makes the originally false conception come
true." 7 It "leapfrogging" by middle- and
upper-income nonwhites into decent allWhite neighborhoods were permitted in all
cities (as it has been in San Francisco and
Oakland) then at least some instances of
nonWhite entry Without higher denSity or
falling maintenance would occur everywhere. Such universal evidence would destroy the bellef that nonwhite entry ineVitably means deteriorating neighborhoods.
But at present this belief remains unchallenged in many cities because its continued
existence blocks the creation of situations
Which would disprove it.CONCLUSION

'rhe great contribution of Laurentl's stUdy
Is its irrefutable proof that this bellef Is
false. By Isolating racial change from the
other factors which are so closely connected
with it in many cities he proves that It alone
need not lead to falllng prices. True, such
isolation prevents his conclusions from being
directly appllcable to many American cities.
But at the same time It lays the foundation
for helping those cities break out of the
vicious circle caused by erroneous beliefs
about race and property prices.
In Itself, Laurenti's stUdy does not automatically destroy all connection between
racial transition and factors like high denSity
or low maintenance. If we wish to discover
just Why these conditions often accompany
racial transition and What steps can be made
to disengage them from it then the whole
transition process must be stUdied With the
same intensity and objectiVity Which
Laurenti has brought to bear upon one part
of it. No doubt in some cities such a disengagement will prove a difficult task requirIng immense efforts. But insofar as the 'Connection between nonwhite entry and declining property prices is perpetuated by the bellef that such a connection is IneVitable,
Laurenti's proof that this bellef is false
definitely furthers better housing and racial
equality.
7 Robert K. Merton, "The Selt-fuifilllng
Prophecy," Antioch Review, Summer 1946,
p.208.
- Such a "self-fuifilllng prophecy" recently
occurred in Deerfield, Illlnois. When a builder
revealed his plans to sell some new homes to
Negroes, local residents caused a furor, stat.
ing that they feared falllng property prices.
This furor was so great that two other bUllders who had been planning to construct allwhite housing Withdrew from the area,
thereby causing land prices to fall. They did
not depart because they feared the entry of
Negroes (none have yet entered and perhaps
none wlll) but because the reaction of the
community, and especially of the city building department, created what they believed
was an unfavorable cllmate for any builder.
Thus It was the uproar about falllng prices
that turned demand away from the area and
caused prices to fall-not the appearance (or
potential appeararlCe) of Negroes. Yet the
results wlli· undoubtedly be cited as confirmation of the original tear that Negro entry
would cause prices to fall-even though not
one Negro has entered the area.
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Because his work is not yet widely known exorbitant costs for the purchasing of
and because prevalent attitudes regarding housing. I do not believe there is any
race and housing are relntorced by noneco- doubt about that thesis. Many have writnomic prejudices, Laurentl's stUdy wlll prob- ten about it.
ably. take years to have significant impact.
Butf~r Infonned members of the. real estate
One example of the overwhelming eviprofession it is of immediate Importance. dence is a recent statement issued by
From now on, predicting the effects of non- the Leadership Conference on Civil
white entry upon residential prices must be Rights, based on a stUdy made of the
considered a matter of analyzing the relevant classified ads published in the Washingmarkets involved In each specific area rather ton Post on a single day. September 17,
than applying any invariant rules about the 1967,
effects of race. Furthermore, Laurentl's ev!·
The study conclUdes, on the basis of
dence that nonwhite entry does not depress
prices shifts the burden of proof on to those these ads. and further study:
who claim the opposite. For these reasons,
... that rents In the slums are not cheap.
in my opinion, the Fund for the Republic And that If Suburban units were open to
certainly received an excellent return from them, quite a few nonWhite families could
Its Investment In Property Values and Race. get more, better, and newer housing for their
ANTHONY DOWNS.
money.
id
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. Pres ent. anMr. President, I ask unanimous conother argument which has been made in sent to have printed in the RECORD the
favor of the pending amendment is that study to which I have just referred.
real estate values in the ghetto are exThere being no objection. the studY
orbitantly high, that the artificial was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
crow ding 0 f Am eri cans b ecause 0 f co l or
into the slum and ghetto areas of the
RENTS IN SLUMS AND SUBURBS
rotting cores of American cities has re(NOTE.-A brief comparison of rentals for
suIted in exorbitantly high rents, and units In the Inner city of Washington, D.C.,

February 8, 1968

and rentals tor apartments in the suburbs of
Maryland and Virginia.)
Attached are data sheets on 16 inner city
units compiled trom the records of the Washlngton Housing and Planning Association
and the housing omce at the United Planning Organization. Although this 1& a random
sample. It is a valid one ot the kind ot housing available to slum dwellers in the Nation's
Capital.
Several of these units were selected by the
Leadership Conference and compared With
ads for units ot comparable size and price
being offered In the SUburbs. All at the ads
were taken from the classified columns of
The Washington Post for Sunday. 8eptember 17.
The Conference is aware of how inexact
such a comparison is. The Conference does
not have stUdies at the units advertised to
determine how accurate their gloWIng descriptlons are. The comparison also does not
take into account such a variable as family
size in relation to the size of a housing unit.
Nevertheless, the Conference believes the essentlal impression the comparison gives is
correct: that rents In the slums are not
cheap. And that If suburban units were open
to them. quite a few non-white families couid
get more, better and newer housing for their
money.

PROBLEMS WITH WHICH UPO HOUSING OFFICE HAS HAO CONTACT DURING PAST 2 WEEKS
Rent and utilities

Address
1. Georgia Ave and Morton SL __ ••
2. Morton St. NW•.•
3. Hiall PL
• ••

• __ ----------•• _.
_
•
_

4. Holmead PI. NW
•
•
5. Hill Top Apartments, Eastern Ave. NL

•

Number of bedrooms

Number of
occupants

Ceiling leaks; electrical shorted; broken plaster.
46 violations in 4-unit building; plaster never put in.
.
95 violations (21 violations on 2d floor, which is the 2·bedroom unit
renting at $95 per month).

$85.00
80.00
95.00

_
_

102.00
137.50

1
2

•
._.

Comments

_
•• __

One of belter management firms; property in fair shape although
facilities are lacking.

INFORMATION FROM THE CASE RECORDS OF WASHINGTON PLANNING & HOUSING ASSOCIATION
Address
6. WSl. SE••

._.

•

_ $108 per monlh

.

• _

._
._ $70 per month __ •__ ••
• __ •
_
•__ $76 per month
_ $90 per month (uti'ities were to be in·
eluded; gas and electric cut off).
Harvard St. NW. •
••
._ $120 per month
•
._._
8th St. NW
•
_ $20 per week
•
._.
_
8th St. NW••
• __ •••••
• _ $75 per month; utilities $40
_
8th Sl. NW
••
• __ •
_ $100 per month
•
_

7. Florida Ave. NW_._.
8. Harvard Sl. NW
9. Monroe Sl. NW_ ••
10.
11.
12.
13.

Number of bedrooms

Rent and utilities

14. 2d Sl. NE. __ ••
15. Girard Sl. NW__ ._••
16. Central Ave. NE.
17. 12th PI. NW •••
18. 12th PI. NW

.•• _••
•
•

•
•
•
•• _. __ .

• _ $82.50 per month_.
_ $114 per month
•

•

_ $134 per month; utilities, $52
• __ $105 ser month and utilities
_ $92.5 per month

1. 2-bedroom apart·
menl.
2. 2·bedroom apartment.
3. l}·..·room uni!..

Address
Georgia Ave. and
Morton Sl.
Hiatt PI.
•
_ Morlon St. NW

_

Leaking in basement; doors off hinges (landlord re
fuses to fix).

6
4

3

Rats; roaches; leaking ceiling.
Toilet doesn't work; roaches.'

2 bedrooms•••
1 bedroom
2 bedrooms
5 rooms __ •

•• _._ ••••
_
•• _.
•__ •__
•
• •• _
•
._ ••• _•••• __

4
3
7
6

_ 2 rooms (kitchen and bath)__ .
•
_ 1 room with bath on 3d tloor; shares
kitchen downstairs.
••
_
•• __ 3 bedrooms. ._•••••
••
•
_
_ 2 bedrooms
• __ • _
._ •• ____do_ ••

3
5

Insanitary; unsafe; furnace located in hall.
No heat; falling plaster; no trash cans.
Poor plumbing and cracked plaster.
Rat holes; broken water heater; plumbing needs
repair; windows In poor condition.

6

8
4

Wiring is so bad they have no electricity.
Falling plaster; draft from fireplace.

7

IN THE DISTRICT

Rent

_

Comments

1 room in family house
•• __ • ._
bedroom,__shared
kitchen
11 bedroom
•
•__
._ •• and bath_._

IN THE OISTRICT
Description

Children

Comment

$85 Ceiling leaks, electrical shorted,
broken plaster.
95 95 violations (21 violations on 2d
floor where $95 unit is located).
80 46 violations in 4-unit building.
Plaster never put in.

Description
1. 2 bedrooms

Address

Rent

Hill Top Apartments,
Eastern Ave. NE.

2. 2 bedrooms__ ••• __ • Harvard Sf. NW••

3. 1 room and bath on
3d floor, shares
kitchen downstairs.

Girard 5l. NW

•

••

_

Comment

$137.50 One 01 the better management
firms; property In fair shape
although facilities are lacking.
120.00 Insanltaryj unsafe; furnace
located n hall.
114,00

SOME SUBURBAN EQUIVALENTS
1. Bladensburg, Md., I-bedroom apartment, $89.50. Shopping and transportation at your door.
Minutes from center of District of Columbia.
2. Bolling-Eastover, large modern apa.rtment project1 1-2 bedrooms, school, bus, shops, $83.50 up.
3. Andrews area, 1 bedroom, $79.50; 2 bedrooms ~95. All utilities Included; completely redecorated; Immediate occupancy.
4. District Heights, Md., $79.75. l·bedroom apartment, all utilities Included; free olympic pool.
5. Andrews, 1-2 bedroom apartment, $79.50. Includes electricity, water, heat, gas at no extra.
6. Greenbelt, I-bedroom apartments off Washington Parkway, from $77.50.
7. Queenstown, beautiful new olympic-size swimming pool open; wired for;alr conditioning; walk·
In closets; extra large rooms. I-bedroom apartment, $84.50; 2-bedroom apartment, $89.50.
All utilities Included.
8. HyattsVille/ Md.II.bedroom apartment, $83.50 ' 2-bedroom apartment, $91.50. Includes utilities
and 11- l. re rlgerator; wired for air cond 1tionlng, also furnishea apartments. Direct bus
service downtown shopping center-picnic groves.

SOME SUBURBAN EQUIVALENTS
1. Brentwood, Md., 2 bedrooms, $1l9.50i air conditioned, Includes all ulilitles except electric.
Convenient to schools, shops and pUDlic transporlation.
2. We havea professionally staffed nursery school right on the premises forthe kids and they don't
even have to cross the street to walk to school. Our apartments have plenty of "growing"
space, dishwashers, Individually controlled a Ir conditioning and heating. 2·bedroom apart.
ment $137.50, all utilities InclUded.
3. Hillcresl Heights, Md., apartment, first floor, living room·dlnlng room combined; 2 bedrooms
and bath with recrea tion room. $1l2.50 plus utilities.
4. College Park, Riverdale. 2·bedroom apartment, $104.50.
5. Coral Hills, 2·bedroom apartment $104 50; 3 bedrooms $120.50.
6, Falls Church, Va.• 2·bedroom apartment $137.50, all utilities Included. Patios and balconies,
quality construction providing maximum soundproofing, close 10 schools, shopping, churches,
public transportation, security patrolled, air conditioned, swimming pools.
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7. Marlboro Pike, Hillside, Md., I bedroom and den. from $123.50; 2 bedrooms, from $133.50;
all utilities included; furnished apartments available; air conditioned, swimming pool,
adjacent public transportation and shops.
8. Alexandria, Va., air conditioned, yard space for barbecues, first floor powder room; 2 bedrooms, $117.50; plus utilities, individually controlled air conditioning; supersize kitchen
with space for washer and dryer (rent ours or use your own). Large, double door, automatic
defrost refrigeralor with frozen food seclion. Loads of closets and storage space.
9. Hillside, Md., 2-bedroom apartment $125; air concitioned, sv:imming pool, Iree drapes, all
utilities included, GE dishwasher available.
10. Riverdale, Bladensburg; 2 bedrooms, near schools, bus. $104.50 including utilities.
11. District Heights, Md.; 2-bedroom apartment $120; 2-bedroom townhouse, from $132. Square
dancing, bowling teams, Teen Club, Saturday movies for kids, community lounge, swimming
pool. 24-hour maintenance service, air conditioned. security guard.
12. Seat Pleasant; 2 bedrooms, all utilities included, $120.
13. Silver Spring; 2-bedroom vacancy in quief, wellkept building overlooking Sligo Creek Park,
$117.50 per month.
14. Silver Spring; off East-West Highway. 2 bedrooms, Irom $132.50, including all utilities, individual temperature c.ontrols, swimming pools.

15. Silver Spring; 2 bedrooms $119.50, including all utilities.
16. 2-bedroom apartments, $130, plus utilities. Conveniently located in Silver Spring, these air
co"ditioned apartments are near Walter Reed, NIH, Wheaton, and local shopping cenlers.
Swimming pool available.
17. Andrews AFB-Census Bureau; swimming pool, air conditioned, balcony; 2 bedrooms, $117.50.
18. Oxon Hill, Md.; air conditioned, I and 2 bedrooms (some with den) from $111.50, all utilities
included.
19. Riverdale; air conditioned elevator apartment building. All utilities included. 2-bedroom
apartment, $t25 per month. See Resident Manager, aparlment 110.
20. Riverdale, Md.; fully air conditioned, swimming pool, cross ventilation; 2bedrooms from $129.50

IN THE DISTRICT

1. 3 bedrooms

Rent

Address

Description
•

Central Ave. NL....

$134 per month; utilities, $52; total, $189
per month.

SOME SUBURBAN EQUIVALENTS
1. On Suitland Road opposite Census. Newest in colonial style and old-fashioned spaciousness,
... exposed brick dining room and kitchen walls, beamed ceilings,I~~ ceramic tiled baths, extra
large closets, frigidaire, custom kitchens, private balconies or terraces, traverse rods. gas
air conditionmg 5 minutes from the Beltway, swimming pool. I-bedroom apartments, $125
I including!all uti lilies.

Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, on
February 1, 1968, the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights sent letters to every
Member of this body enclosing the resolutions unanimously adopted by them
relating to the matter which is now be-,
fore us.
A part of that statement reads as follows:
The bill the Senate is now debating, the
civil rights protection act, would do much to
protect citizens from violence in the exercise of such elementary rights as serving on
juries, going to school, getting a job, using
public transportation, visiting a restaurant
or movie or enjoying the parks or other faclllties paid for with their taxes. It would
protect those working to help people achieve
and exercise the rights to which they are
constituttonally entitled.

This is a point to which I wish to make
strong reference:
But this bill alone will not advance us
very far toward full equality. It does not
address itself to two glaring injustices-the
dental of equal access to housing and jobs.
If the Fair Housing Act and the bill to
strengthen the Equal Empioyment Opportunity Commission now before the Congress
are added to the civil rights protection blll,
we would then have legislation that would
at least offer hope that Congress means to
conttnue the work it began in 1964 and 1965
of correcting injustices through law.

This is further evidence that those
closest to this problem regard the fair
housing issue of fundamental and substantial significance in the solution of social problems in our country today,
I therefore ask unanimous consent
that the letter to which I previously referred, the statement adopted by the
board, and its i-e'solutlon on fair housing, be included at this point in my remarks.
There being no objectio!l, the material
CXIV--17o-Part 3
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2. Complete family community. Large swimming and wading pool, fully equipped playgrounds,
air-conditioned apartments with large color coordinated kilchen with eating space; oulside
windows. disposals, broom and storage c1osets,large linen closets. Walk to Suitland Shopping
Center. txpress and local bus at entrance. Children can walk 10 all schools. Supervised
day nursery on premises. Security guard. I-bedroom apartments $116.50; 2-bedroom apart·
ments, $134.50; 2 bedrooms, den apartments, $151.50. All utilities included.
3. Andrews Air Force Base area. Swimmin~ pool. individual control air conditioning. Bus stop on
premises with local and express service to downtown, convenient to schools and shopping.
Patio or balcony in every apartment, window in kitchen; entrance foyer, huge closets. small
pet building. I-bedroom, $109.50; bedroom with den, $119.50; 2 bedrooms. $i27.50; 3 bed·
rooms, $154.50. All utilities included.
4. Family-size 2- and 3-bedroom air-conditioned apartments. All have extra·large walk-in closets
and paneled living room available. Color coordinated kitchens, with breakfast bars; double
load washer and dryer in each building, swimming and wading pool' tennis and basketball
court, fully equipped playground. Express bus to District of Columbia, Eastover Sbopping
Center nearby, pat building available. I·bedroom apartment $116.50; i-bedroom. den apartment. $135.50; 2-bedrooms apartment, $129.50; 2 bedrooms, den apartment, $149.50_ All
utilities included.
IN THE DISTRICT
Description

Address
12th PI. NW

I. 2-bedroom

apartment.

Rent
$105 per month plus
utilities.

Comment
Wiring is so bad they
have no electricity.

SOME SUBURBAN EQUIVALENTS
1. Alexandria; 1 bedroom apt., $79.50 to $95; 2 bedroom apt., $105; newly decorated, clean and
ready' for inspection, convenient to shopping and transportation, offstreet parking, drying
faciillies.
2. Alexandria; spacious I· and 2-bedroom apartmenls from $92.50 on beautifully landscaped
acreage and only 10 minutes-really minutes-lrom downtown Washlnglon, only 5 minutes
to Beltway. Pentagon, or National Airport. Presidential Gardens offers you newly renovated
apartments, private balconies, redecorating freedom, large closets; secretarial SWitchboard,
free parking,. laundry in e3ch bu IIdfng and convenient shopping racilities and bus service.
3. Falls Church, va.; I-bedroom apartment, $88 to $90; 2-bedroom apartments, $108 to $110;
including all utilities except electricity. Short-term lease available. Use your own washing
machine in apartments. A few furnished apartments available. Shopping center and schools
on site.
4. Your choice of 11 floor plans from $107. School bus inside community. Nursery on premises.
Two large pools, and wading pool, parklike setting with picnic areas, barbeques, and fully
equipped playgrounds. Express bus at front door to downtown District of Columbia and
Marlow Heights Shopping Center. Building is available for people with small pets. I·bedroom
apartments, SI07, all utilities included.
5. Arlington; I-bedroom apartment, $96.50; 2-bedroom apartment, $108.50; all utililies included.
6. Arlington, soulh; large garden apartments, 10 minutes to Pentagon. Navy Annex and the District
of Columbia; bus at door. Off-street parking. l·bedroom apartment, $100; 2-bedroom
apartment, $112; allutililies included.

was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, be achieved through peacefUl, democratic
means and within the American political
as follows:
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
ON CIVIL RIGHTS,
Washington, D.C., FebrlLary 1, 1968.

DEAR SENATOR: At its annual meeting last
Tuesday night, the National Board of the
Leadership Conference unanimously adopted
a statement call1ng for a single civil rights
blllin 1968, one that contains the civil rights
protection act now before the Senate, and
as amendments to that, the national fair
housing act (S. 1358) and the blll to
strengthen the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (S. 1308). We enclose a
copy of the Board's statement.
We also enclose two documents that show
the growing support for open housing legislation. One is a resolution adopted on January
18 by 350 civic leaders from 17 states, at
an Action Conference on Housing sponsored
by the Urban Coalition. These leaders, inclUding many members of the business community, gave specific support to S. 1358.
The other item gives the results of a recent Harris poll which found that among
the reasons for the current loss of confidence
in this Congress is its failure to pass a fair
housing law.
We bring these matters to your attention
because we feel, together, they are evidence
of a broad sentiment in this country to continue civll rights progress through legislative means.
We respectfUlly urge your support of programs endorsed by the 115 national organizations in the Leadership Conference and
by a large cross-section of the American
people.
Sincerely yours,
ARNOLD ARONSON,
Secretary.

STATEMENT ADOPI'ED BY THE ANNUAL BOARD
MEETING OF THE LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE ON
CIvIL RIGHTS, JANUARY 30, 1968
At this time of racial and social crisis, the
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, on
the occasion of its annual board meeting, reaffirms its conviction that soluttons to our
!l1t!O!l'S d:::mest!c p~oblems c)n and must

rY3tem.
It is a reaffirmation made With !l sense of
burning urgency. F'or unless this Congress
and this Administration act quickly, our reatflrmation may become empty rhetoric.
The bill the Senate is now debating, the
ctvil rights protection act, would do much
to protect citizens from violence in the exerc!se of such elementary rights as serving on
juries, going to school, getting a job, using
pUbl1c transportation, visltlng a restaurant
or movie or enjoying the parks or other fac!11t1es paid for with their taxes. It would
protect those working to help people achieve
and exercise the rights to which they are
constttuttonally entitled.
But this blll alone will not advance us very
far toward full equal1ty. It does not address
itself to two glaring injustices-the denial
of equal access to housing and jobs. If the
Fair Housing Act and the blll to strengthen
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission now before the Congress are added
to the civil rtghts protection bill, we would
then have legislation that would at least offer
hope that Congress means to continue the
work it began in 1964 and 1965 of correcting
injustices through law.
We therefore call upon the Senate to combine the three bllls into a single measure and
to keep the Civil Rights Act of 196B the
pending business of the Senate untll the
filibuster is broken and this broader blll is
passed. We call upon the President to exert
the utmost influence In support of this course
of action.
We deplore current efforts that tend to compromise the civll rights protection blll rather
than strengthen it. The debllltat!ng compromIses being circulated are unnecessary and
unacceptable retreats from the Fourteenth
Amendment. We urge the shelving of these
proposed compromises and the return to the
c!vll rights offensive through the passage of
. the fair housIng' and equal employment
amendments.
Because we believe that civil rIghts require
not only the establishment and enforcement
of rights in law, b'-lt also the realization of
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social and economic conditions in which
alone the fulfillment of these rights is possible, we reaflirm our support of a legislative
program that will guarantee decent jobs to all
who are able to 'work, adequate housing, full
education and a'lIving income to all citizenS
mired In poverty.
We support the President in his call to
private Industry to help find 500,000 jobs for
the hard-core unemployed. But it is a task
that cannot be left to private industry alone.
We urge enactment of legislation already before this Congress that would oblige the
government to act as employer of last resort
by channeling workers into needed public
service jobs.
We also support the President's call for "a
10-year campaign to build six million new
decent housing units for low and middleincome famiUes."
The announced cuts in anti-poverty programs underscore the need for this Congress
to provide adequate funds for the welfare
and education programs it has already authorized. We know too well the disillusionment created when a program of promise Is
held out to desperate people and then withdrawn. We call on this session to vote sufllcient funds to enable threatened programs to
continue.
The first session of the 90th Congress comnutted a crime against the poor when it
adopted welfare provisions that force mothers to take jobs, often wretched ones, or
lose their benefits, and that put severe limits
on aid to children In fatherless homes.
We therefore call upon this session to repeal these provisions and upon the President
and the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare to see that defenseless people
do not suffer.
The goals we set forth tonight are modest,
minimal and necessary. We shall do all in
our power to fulfill them in 1968. We cannot
and must not falter in our drive toward full
equality.
URBAN COALITION

(By the National Action Conference on Expanding Equal Housing Opportunlties,
Conrad Hllton Hotel, Chicago, Ill., January
18, 1968)
CONFERENCE RESOLUTIONS
RECOMMENDATIONS

AND

1. Fair housing legislation
It is hereby resolved that this confe·rence

on equal opportunity in housing recommend
its support in behalf of the Fair Housing Act
of 1967, S. 1358 now pending in the Congress.
Be it further resolved that the Steering
Committee of the Urban Coalition be hereby
urged to reafllrm its previously adopted support of this pending legislation.
It is hereby resolved that this conference
be recorded as supporting the adoption of
statc and local fair housing legislation. Such
laws should be comprehensive in coverage
and provide for meanlngful and effective
enforcement.
This conference hereby recommends the
support by national and local groups of the
position of the plaintiff in Jones versus
Mayer, the case now pending before the U.S.
Supreme Court. Such support should be
in the form of briefs amicus.

Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President. we have
not had an opportunity as yet in this
discussion to develop at adequate length
the constitutional questions concerning
the faIr housing proposal. I understand
the distinguished Senator from MichIgan
[Mr. HARTl. who Is one of the chIef sponsors of the measure now pending before us, will develop that matter to some
extent; but I would like to inclUde, Inaddition, at this point in my remarks, a
summary of the constitutional issues as
I see them and the arguments which I

think, beyond all doubt. explode any
question that could be raised about the
constitutionality of fair housing.
As I stated yesterday, the Attorney
General of the urilted States, a distinguished panel of deans of leading law
schools throughout the country. and
other documents I think once and for all
establish that, while there may be some
problems in connection with the issue.
one of those problems is not the constitutional one.
I ask unanimous consent to inclUde at
this point in my remarks an analysis of
the constitutional basis justifying the
amendment now pending before the Senate,
There being no objection, the analysIs
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
CONSTITUTIONALITY

Information SUbmitted by the Department of Justice last year, and the evidence
gathered by the Judiciary Committees of both
Houses of Congress has clearly established
the constitutional bases for this legislation.
To support jurisdiction under the Commerce Clause, it was shown that housing contributed, in 1965, more than $27 billion of
new investment to the economy.' A large
portion of housing construction materials
are shipped In interstate commerce. Fortyone million tons of lumber and finlshed wood
stock were shipped in the United States in
1963. Forty-three percent of this material
was shipped 500 miles or more? Millions of
tons of brick, millwork, wood products, furniture, glass and other housing materials are
shipped in interstate commerce every year.
Much of the financing of housing crosses
state lines. In 1960, 2.4 million out of a total
of 14.5 million one-family occupant-owned
dwellings subject to mortgage were located
in a State other than that of the mortgage
lender.' Almost 40 per cent of all the nonfarm mortgages on property located in California, for example, were given to secure
loans, the funds for which came from outside the State.'
Each year, one family out of every 30 in
the popUlation moves its place of residence
to a different State."
Discrimination in housing affects this interstate commerce in several ways. The confinement of Negroes and other minority
groups to older homes· in ghettoes restricts
the number of new homes which are built
and consequently reduces the amount of
building materials and residential financing
which moves across state lines. Negroes.
especially those in the professions or in business, are less likely to change their place of
residence to another state when housing discrimination would force them to move their
famllles into ghettoes; 7 the result is both to
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reduce the interstate movement of individuals and to hinder the efllcient allocation of
labor among the interstate components of
the economy.
COngTess has ample power, under the Commerce Clause, to proteCt Interstate commerce
from adverse effects such as these. Katzenbach v. McClung, 379 U.S. 294; Gibbons v.
Ogden, 9 Wheat. 189, 192. That power is not
restricted to goods or persons in transit. It
extends to all activities which affect interstate commerce-even if the goods or persons engaged in their production are not,
or may never be, traveling in commerce.
Katzenbach v. McClung, 379 U.S. 294, 302;
Labor Board v. Jones and Laughlin ,Steel
Corp., 301 U.S. 241, 257. The power exists
even when the effects upon which it is based
are minor, or when taken individually, Inlght
be regarded as insignificant. Wickard v. Filburn, 317 U.S. Ill, 125; Mabee v. White Plains
Publishing Co., 327 U.S. 178. And it does not
matter that when Congress exercises its
power under the Commerce Clause, its motives are not solely to protect commerce. We
can as val1dly act for moral reasons. Heart oj
Atlanta Motel v. United States. 379 U.S. 241,
257.

•

•

Our power to act under the Fourteenth
Amendment is equally clear. It derives from
Section 5 of that Amendment, which states:
"The Congress shall have power to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article."
A recent example of Congressional action
pursuant to this clause is found in Section
4(e) of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, conferring voting rights on certain citizens unable to read or understand English. (42 U.S.C.
1973(e». In upholding Section 4(e) as a
valid exerci~e of Congressional power, the
Supreme Court said, in Katzenbach v. Morgan. 384 U.S. 641, 652-56, that Congress not
only could legislate to nullify or forbid State
action which it considers invidiously discriminatory, but could legislate as well to remove obstacles in the way of persons seeking the equal benefits of government.
Legislation prohibiting discrimination in
housing on account of race, color, rel1gion
or national origin would be sustainable on
this basis. Discrimination in housing forces
its victims to live in segregated areas-ghettos-and the benefits of government are
less available in such areas. Children raised
in ghettos are more l1kely to go to inferior
pUbl1c schools.' Their parents are more l1kely
to lack adequate public transportation faclllties to commute to and from work, and so
will miss employment opportunities.' Local
bUilding and housing codes are often not
effectively enforced in ghettos.'o Federal subsidies for private housing bypass the ghettos
and go instead to the predoInlnantly white
suburbs." Freeways are typically routed
through ghettos, disrupting neighborhoods
and displacing famllles, because land is

'Statistical Abstract of the United states,

1966, Table 454, p. 322.
• 1963 Census oj Transportation, Commodity Transportation Survey, Shipper Series,
Lumber and Wood Products, Except Furniture (Group II), Preliminary Report, Table
5, p. 7.
31960 census oj Housing, Volume V., Part
1, Residential Finance-Homeowner Properties.

• Leo Grebler, "Cal1fornia's Dependence on
Capital Imports for Mortgage Investment,"
California Management Review, Spring 1963,
Vol. V, No. 3, page 47, at 48-49.
"United States Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, A mericans at MidDecade, Series P-23, No. 16, January 1966, pp.
4-7, 17-18.
• See Gunnar Myrdal, An American Dilem7114 349-50.
7 See Katzenbach v. McClung, 379 U.S. 294,
300. The armed forces also encounter difllculties from off-base segregation In transfer-

ring servicemen from one state to another.
President's Committee on Equal Opportunity
in the Armed Forces, Initial Report, Equality
of Treatment and Opportunity of Negro MllItary Personnel Stationed within the United
States, 47 (1963) .
, Racial Isolation in the Public Schools, Vol.
1 and 2, Report of the U,S. Commission on
Civil Rights, Washington, D.C., 1967.
'''White House Aiding Urban Transit Programs to Make It Easler for Poor to Get to
Jobs" by Robert B. Semple, Jr., New York
Times, March 20, 1967, p. 17.
10 Law and Poverty 1965 by Patricia M.
Wald, National Conferenoe on Law and Poverty, Washington, D.C., June, 1965, pp. 12-20.
11 Housing, Report by the U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights, VoL 4, Washington, D.C.,
1961;
.
Racial Isolation in the Public Schools, Vol.
I, Report by the U.S. Commission on Civll
Rights, Washington, D.C., 1967, pp. 20-25.
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cheaper and the inhabitants less able to organize politically to oppose them.1'
Most significantly of all, law enforcement
is least effective in the ghetto, although it
is there it ls needed the most."
There ls an additional basis under the
Fourteenth Amendment to support fair housing legislation. Section 5 of the Amendment
authoriZes Congress to enforce the Amendment's provlsion--one of Which ls the Equal
Protection Clause. Enforcement, in the legal
sense, traditionally includes both the prevention of violations and the punishment 14
and oorrection of the effects 10 of past Violations. It follows that if the States in the past
denied to persons within their jurisdictions
the equal protection of laws, and if the effects of their denials are st1ll present, Congress possesses the power to correct those
effects. Similarly, the Fifth Amendment,
which has been interpreted as imposing equal
protection obligations on the Federal Government, Bolling v. Sharp, 347 U.S. 497 (1954)
grants Congress the power to correct the enduring effects of past denials of equal protection by the Federal Government.
Such denials, state and Federal, were in
fact numerous, and their effects in housing
are st1ll present. The States and their local
subdivisions enacted zoning laws denying
Negroes and other minorities the right to
live in white neighborhoods until the Supreme Court put a stop to the practice in
1917. Buchanan v. Warley, 245 U.S. 60. Local
ordinances with the same effect, although
operating more deviously in an attempt to
avoid the Court's prohibition, were still being
enacted and struck down by the courts as
late as 1930. Harmon v. Tyler, 273 U.S. 668;
City of Richmond v. Deans, 281 U.S. 704
(1930). During these years there also came
into use privately drawn racially restrictive
covenants in deeds, which "ran with the
land" and bound successive owners irrespective of their personal inclinations. Such
covenants qUickly became the major weapon
for keeping minorities out of good housing,"
and they were fully honored by State and
lower Federal courts (See 3 A.L.R. 2d 466,
47477 (1949) until the Supreme Court ruled
in 1948 that they could not constitutionally
be enforced. Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1;
Hurd v. Hodge, 334 U.S. 24; Barrows v. Jackson, 346 U.S. 249.
And the problem of government-practiced
discrimination in housing is not entirely one
of the past. The Supreme Court, in affirming
the California Supreme Court's decision invalidating "Proposition 14," stated, on May
29, 1967, that the state's constitutional
amendment adopted under Proposition 14
"was intended to authorize, and does authorize, racial discrimination in the housing
market. The right to discriminate Is now one
of the basic policies of the State." Reitman v.
Mulkey, (slip opinion) No. 483, at 11.
This "state action" was struck down by the
Court, but it 1llustrates the point that it is
not only state action of long ago that has
barred the way to equal opportunity in
housing.
Throughout this period and even somewhat after the Supreme Court's historic ruling in Shelley v. Kraemer, the Federal Hous"Dark Ghetto by Kenneth B. Clark, Harper and Roe, New York, 1965, pp. 154-182.
13 The Challenge Of Crime in a Free Society, Report by the Commission on Law En-

forcement and Administration of Justice,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C., 1967, pp. 6Q-.63.
Dark Ghetto by Kenneth B. Clark, Harper and Roe, New York, 1967, pp. 81-97.
Manchild in the Promised Land by Claude
Brown, McMill1an Co., New yprk, 1965, pp.
30-32, 160-180.
'
H See e.g., 18 U.S.C. 241-43.
15 See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. 1983-85.
10 Gunnar Mydal,
An American Dilemma
349-50,662-27 (1944).

ing Administration actively encouraged the Justice Marshall formulated it in 1819 In
use of racially restrictive covenants, in most McCulloch v. Maryland:"
"Let the end be legitimate, let it be within
cases fiatly refusing to grant its mortgage insurance or guarantees unless such covenants ~he scope of the Constitution, and all means
were inclUded in the deeds concerned!' FHA which are appropriate, which are plainly
went so far as to recommend language for a adapted to that end, which are not promodel restrictive covenant to be used in hibited, but consist with the letter and spirit
deeds for mortgage property insured by the of the Constitution, are constitutional."
agency.
The purpose, or "end" of the fair housing
At the same time, the Federal and State law Is to remove the walls of discrimination
governments were cooperating to enforce seg- which enclose minority groups in ghettoes,
regation in pUblic housing. Lower federal so that they may live wherever their means
courts approved such efforts as late as 1941,16 permit and be better able to secure the equal
and although courts more recently have, benefits of government and other rewards of
when they had the opportunity, invalidated life. Prohibiting private as wel1 as governthem, efforts to keep public housing segre- ment acts of discrimination in housing Is
gated were continuing in the North until at undOUbtedly a "means which [is 1 approleast 1955 (See Detroit Housing Commission priate" and "plainly adapted to that end."
v. Lewis, 226 F. 2d 180) and in Kentucky,
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, I ask
Missouri and Tennessee until at least 1961.'"
These efforts to place Negroes in separate unanimous consent to have included folneighborhoods were especially successful be- lowing the submission on the constitucause they occurred during the period of the tionality of the pending proposal an adgreatest Negro migration out of the South ditional document entitled "Memoraninto Northern cities. Whereas only 10 per dum of Law on the Constitutionality of
cent of the Nation's Negroes lived outside the
Federal Fair Housing Legislation," preSouth in 1910, 40 per cent did so by 1960.20
Throughout these years, the Federal and pared by the Anti-Defamation League of
state governments were also active in pro- B'nai B'rlth and the National Committee
moting segregation In areas other than hous- Against Discrimination in Housing, unIng, such as schools and the armed forces. der the chairmanship of one of America's
That activity also contributed to housing great lawyers, Mr. Sol Rabkin, and a
segregation, because it educated the white distinguished committee of top lawyers
public to the myth that any kind of close
association with Negroes was debasing and and other experts who have contributed
to this remarkable summary of the law
to be avolded.21
It thus seems only fair, and Is constitu- surrounding this issue, which study contional, that Congress should now pass a fair cludes that there is absolutely no doubt
housing act to undo the effects of these past of the constitutionality of this proposal.
State and Federal unconstitutionally disThere being no objection, the memocriminatory actions.
randum was ordered to be printed in the

•

It is no objection to its validity that a
Federal Fair Housing Act would prohibit private acts of discrimination as well as discrimInation practiced by government. The
supposed objection arises from a false analogy between judicial enforcement and congressional enforcement of the Equal Protection Clause. The power of a court to enforce
the Equal Protection Clause arises directly
from its language, which speaks only of what
States are forbidden to do. Hence, courts enforcing the clause can only forbid action by
States or their local subdivisions. But the
power of Congress to enforce the Clause
arises from Section 5 of the Amendment.
Section' 5 grants a legislative power, and
legislative powers are exercisable in accordance with the Necessary and Proper Clause.
Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384 U.S. 641, 648-51;
United States v. Guest, 383 U.S. 745, 762, 78284. Under that Clause (Article I, Section 8
of the Constitution) Congress has the power
"To make all Laws which shall be necessary
and proper for carrying into Execution . . .
all . . . Powers vested by this Constitution
in the Government of the United States, .. :'
The scope of the Necessary and Proper
Clause has been settled at least since Chief
11 See
U.S.F.H.A., underwriting Manual
(1938), paragraphs 980 (3) g, 935, 937 and
951. These provisions stayed In effect until
1947, see U.S.F.H.A., Underwriting Manual
(1947), Preface, p. VI. Even thereafter FHA
continued to deny mortgage Insurance or
guarantees If the neighborhood was or
threatened to become Integrated, see Abrams,
Forbidden Neighbors 233 (1955), and Weaver,
The Negro Ghetto 71-73 (1948).
18 See Favors v. Randall, 40 F. Supp. 743
(RD. Pa. 1941).
19 The United States Commission on Civil
Rights, The Fifty States Report 173, 329, 591
(1961).
20 McEntire,
Residence and Race 9-11

(1960); Statistical Abstract 01 the United
States, 1966, Table 26, p. 27.
Z1 McEntire, Residence and Race 87 (1960).

RECORD, as follows:
MEMORANDUM OF LAw ON THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF FEDERAL FAffi HOUSING LEGISLATION

This Memorandum discusses the constitutional basis for federal legislation against
discrimination In housing. The proposed federal fair housing legislation contains a sweeping ban on discrimination, based on race,
religion or national origin, In the sale, rental
and financing of all housing. This Memorandum deals with the fundamental question-whether Congress has power, under
the Constitution, to adopt any legislation
designed to curb bias in the general housing
market.
Three points are made in the fol1owlng
pages: (1) Congress has power under the
Commerce Clause to prohibit discrimination in housing; (2) Congress has such power
also under section 5 of the Fourteenth
Amendment; and (3) congress ls not barred
from taking such action by the Due Process
Clause of the Fifth Amendment.
INTRODUCTION

This pamphlet is a Memorandum of Law
setting forth the constitutional authority of
Congress to enact federal fair housing legislation directed against discrimination in
pri~te housing. It was origlnal1y prepared
in 1965 In response to a request by the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights of the
Senate JUdiciary Committee which asked for
the views of the National Committee Against
Discrimination In Housing on the fair housing section of the proposed, now dead, Civil
Rights Act of 1966. We are gratefUl to Sol
Rabkin of the Anti-Defamation League of
B'nal B'rith, Joseph B. RobIson of the American Jewish Congress and Rhonda Goodkin
of the American Jewish Committee who prepared it. The Memorandum is presented here,
with minor revisions, in the belief that the
American public must be fully informed
about the constitutionality of fedeMI fair
housing legislation If the country is to preserve its democratic heritage and avoid fur22

4 Wheat. 316 (1819).
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ther chaos and bloodshed in its urban centers and the denial of equality implicit in
the maintenance of racial ghettos in those
centers.
Contrary to the views of the organized
real estate industry, Congress announced its
power to legislate against discrimination in
private housing one hundred and one years
ago, when it enacted the Nation's first Civil
Rights Act. The 1866 Act was intended to
implement the Thlrteenth Amendment guarantee against human slavery and all previously existing incidents of slavery. Pre-eminent among these incidents of slavery following the close of the Civil War was the failure
of Southern legal systems to establish the
freed man's rights to purchase and lease real
and personal property despite widespread
limitations on that right. Clearly these restrictions would have helped restore the
status quo ante bellum by limiting the freed
Negroes to the role of propertyless peasants.
To prevent sUbversion of the Thirteenth
Amendment's purpose, the 1866 Civil Rights
Act provided: "All citizens of the United
States shall have the same right as is enjoyed
by white citizens thereof to inherit, purchase,
lease, sell, hold and convey real and personal
property." This section of the Act WlUl reenacted as part of the Civil Rights Act of
1870 and is today Section 1982 of Title 42
of the United States Code. And that legislation as well as current proposals to adopt
such legislation With specific provisions for
federal enforcement of that right Is clearly
constitutional.
In the view of the sponsors of this pamphlet such legislation must be brought into
play in the critical campaign to eliminate
discrimination and segregation from American llfe, to break down the walls of our
spreading racial ghettos. Since the issue of
the need for effective federal fair housing
legislation will not disappear until Negroes
and other minority groups are able to purchase the best housing they can afford on the
open market without discrimination, it is
likely that proposals will be introduced, in
this and in future Congresses, that seek to
establish the kind of formal administrative
enforcement mechanisms absent from the
1866 statute. The purpose of this pamphlet
is to show that the power of Congress to enact
such legislation can no longer be doubted.
Anti-discrimination legislation is essential
in combating practices of discrimination
emanating from racial prejudices, but the
enactment of such legislation will not dis!Charge the Federal government from its
responsib1l1ty for administering these laws
affirmatively and effectively to bring about
genuine open occupancy. The fact is the
Federal government has been unduly hesitant in enforcing existing laws and regulations against housing discrimination. President Kennedy's Executive Order on Equal
Opportunity in Housing, Executive Order
11063, and Title VI of the Civil Rights Act.
prohibiting the expenditure of Federal funds
to advance segregation, constitute potentially useful weapons against bigotry and
ignorance on the part of state and local
officials. Yet these weapons go unused because the Executive Branch has been too
slow to use these weapons with resolution to
eliminate segregation in the housing market.
The crisis in the racial ghettos is so explosive and so urgent that further delay cannot be tolerated. Action must be taken on
every front to prevent the spread of racial
ghettos and of exclusive white suburbs. As
we embark upon major ghetto rehab1l1tatlon
programs, of which Model Cities program is
the focal point, major efforts to break down
the walls of exclusion and discrimination
that hem in our racial ghettos must be carried out if tllese new progranul are not to
serve only to indurate existing racial and social patterns of housing segregation in our
metropolitan areas.

SENATE

President Johnson has said, "The ghettos
of our major cities, North and South, East
and West, represent fully as severe a denial
of freedom and the frUits of American citizenship as more obvious inJustices. So long
as the color of a man's skin determines his
choice of housing, no amount of physical rebuilding of our cities will free the men and
women liVing there."
Let us all move forward speedily toward
the elimination of these injustices.
EDWARD RUTLEDGE.
JACK E. WOOD, Jr.
The contents of this pamphlet have been
approved by the Legal Committee of the National Committee Against Discrimination
who are llsted below:
Chairman: Mr. Sol Rabkin, Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith.
Mrs. Shirley Adelson Siegel, Housing and
Development Admn.
Mr. Charles Abrams.
Professor Curtis J. Berger.
Berl I. Bernhard, Vernier, LUpfert & Bernhard.
Mr. Robert L. Carter, General Counsel, National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People.
Adrian DeWind, Paul Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison.
Mr. Jefferson B. Fordham, Dean, University
of Pennsylvania Law School.
Mr. Jack Greenberg, NAACP Legal Defense
and Educational Fund.
Professor Robert Harris.
Professor Harold W. Horowitz.
Mr. Edwin J. Lukas, The American Jewish
Committee.
Mr. Carl Rachlin, Scholarship, Education
and Defense Fund for Racial Equallty.
Mr. Joseph B. Robison, American Jewish
Congress.
Mr. Melvin L. WUl!, American Civil Liberties Union.
Mr. John Denton, University of California
Extension.
The memorandum has also been submitted
to a group of legal scholars concerned With
tlle problem it discusses. Set out below is a
list of these scholars who have indicated
their agreement with the views espoused
herein.
Nathaniel S. Colley, Colley and McGhee,
1617-10th Street, Sacramento, California.
Vern Countryman, Law School of Harvard
University, Cambridge 38, Mass.
Norman Dorsen, Arthur Garfield Hays
Civil Liberties Program, New York University
School of Law, Washington Square, New
York, N.Y. 10003.
Robert F. Drinan, S.J., Dean, Boston College Law School.
HaroldC. Havighurst, Howard University,
Washington, D.C. 20001.
Thomas P. Lewis, University of MInnesota
Law School, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455.
Bruce A. Miller, Zwerdling, Miller, Kllmist
& Maurer, Attorneys at Law, 3426 Cadillac
Tower, Detroit, Michigan 48226.
Fred Okrand, Wirin, Rissman, Okrand &
Posner, 257 South Spring Street, Los Angeles,
Callfornia 90012.
John de L. Pemberton, Jr., American Civil
Liberties Union, 156 Fifth Avenue, New York,
N.Y. 10010.
William J. Pierce, Legislative Research
Center, The university of Michigan Law
School, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104.
Daniel H. Pollitt, The University of North
Carolina School of Law, Chapel Hill, N.C.
Arnold M. Rose, Department of Sociology,
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455.
Theodore Sachs, Rothe, Marston, Mazey,
Sachs & O'Connell, Attorneys and Counselors
at Law. 3610 Cadillac Tower, Detroit, Michigan 48226.
Terrance Sandalow, The University of
Michigan Law School, Legal Research Building, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104.
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I. CONGRESS HAS POWER UNDER THE COMMERCE
CLAUSE TO PROHIBIT DISCRIMINATION IN
HOUSING
Decisions of the United States Supreme
Court in the last 30 or 40 years have made
it clear that Congress has, under the Commerce Clause of the Constitution, broad, even
plenary, power. Thus in Wickard v. Filhurn,
317 U.S. 111 (1942) the Court held that the
mere fact that a particular farmer's contribution to the demand for wheat was trivial
in Itself was not enough to remove him from
the scope of federal regulations where his
contribution, when taken together with that
of many others similarly situated, was far
from trivial. The extent of Congressional
power In this field has been summed up
recently by the Supreme Court in Katzenbach v. McClung, 379 U.S. 294 (1964) in
which the Court said at page 305, "The power
of Congress in this field is broad and sweeping; Where it keeps within its sphere and violates no express constitutional limitation it
has been the rule of this Court, going back
almost to the foundIng days of the Republic, not to interfere."
In exercising its power under the Commerce Clause, Congress is not limited to the
promotion of commerce or even the mere
avoidance of interference with commerce.
Thus, the Court said in Heart 0/ Atlanta
Motel, Inc. v. United States, 379 U.S. 241
(1964) 257, "That Congress was legislating
against moral wrongs in many of these areas
rendered its enactment no less valid."
It is also well settled that the power of
Congress under the Commerce Clause extends to actiVities which are ordinarily considered local and which seem to have at most
a very slight impact on interstate commerce.
In Wickard v. Filburn, supra, the Congressional autllOrity was upheld to adopt legislation under the Commerce Clause even
when that legislation was applied to a
farmer who had sown only 23 acres of wheat
and Whose impact on interstate commerce
was therefore minute. The Supreme Court
took cognizance of the fact that his contribution, when coupled with that of large
numbers of others similarly situated, did
have substantial impact on interstate commerce. The same reasoning applies equally
to individual home owners in a community
all of Whom refuse to sell to Negroes and
thus, collectively, affect the rights of the
millions of Negroes in this country to employment, to move in interstate commerce,
and to find a place to live.
Although much is made of the local nature
of housing, the fact is that the national
housing market is a major segment of our
economy and its operations involve broad
and multitUdinous aspects of interstate
commerce. There is no need to spell out in
detail the interstate aspects of the home
finance industry, Home mortgage lendlng
today is largely affected With interstate
lending by finance institutions. As far back
as 1952 a study undertaken by the Division
of Research Statistics of the Federal Reserve System found:
"The data nevertheless suggest that an
appreciable part of the funds for financing
real estate in the Richmond, Atlanta, St.
Louis, Kansas City, and Dallas districts
comes from the financial districts such as
Boston and New York, and from Chicago and
San Francisco . . . the movement of funds
from one part of the country to another has
been encouraged by investors seeking outlets for large amounts of funds. Both institutional and non-institutional registrants
participate in this movement of funds. Insurance companies and other institutional
lenders hold large amounts of loans on real
estate located at a distance and in many
instances, have them serviced by non~1nsti
tutional lenders close to .the properties."
(Real Estate Loans of Reglstrants under
Regulation X, 38 Fed. Res. ,BUll. 620 (1952),
620, 627, 621.)
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In U.S. v. South-Eastern Underwriters Association, 322 U.S. 533 (1944) the court rejected the argument that the Individual
financial transactions under consideration
were Intrastate only. The court said at p. 537,
"True, many of the actiVities . . . which constituted this chain of events (the insurance
contract, negotiations, payments, communications, etc.) might . . . be regarded as
wholly locaL" But It went on to find that all
these transactions "constituted a single continuous chain of events, many of which were
mUlti-state In character . . ."
When discrimination In housing imposes
on our cities and suburbs a pattern of racial
ghettolzation, this pattern necessarily affects
adversely the Interstate movement of mortgage funds. Certainly, congress may, under
its plenary power under the commerce
Clause, enact legislation directed against removing these hindrances and restrictions.
Nor can it be question that racial discrimination In housing has a substantial impact
on the aspect of Interstate commerce involvIng the movement of Individuals from one
state to another. There can be no doubt that
If Negroes were free to buy housing they
could afford In any city to which they migrated, their movements in Interstate commcrce to accept better jobs, to find jobs allowing them to avail themselves of their
highest skills would be vastly Increased.
There Is a long line of decisions upholding
the Congressional power under the Commerce
Clause to remove such clogs on the interstate movement of Individuals, Katzenbach
v. McClung, 379 U.S. 294 (1964) is one example. The Supreme Court's decision in
HeaTt of Atlanta Motel Inc. v. U.S., supra,

involving motel discrimination based on
race, is another example. Boynton v. Virginia
364 U.S. 454 involving discrimination in an
Interstate bus terminal is another. It is clear
that In dealing with these problems Congress
is free to exercise Its discretion and may use
means Which affect persons moving only in
intrastate commerce rather than interstate
commerce. United States v. Darby, 312 U.S.
100, where the court said at p. 115: "The motive and purpose of a regUlation of interstate
commerce are matters for the legislative jUdgment upon the exercise of Which the Constitution places no restriction and over which
the courts are given no control." The Court
also pointed out that Congress may, in dealing with the problem, "choose the means
reasonably adapted to the attainment of the
committed end, even though they involve
control of intrastate activities." At p. 121.
The reasoning of Katzenbach v. MCClung
applies also to the movement of building
materials and home furnishings through the
channels of interstate commerce In connection with the construction, sale, lease and
furnishing of dwellings. It Is clear that the
m:lterials uscd for bUllding and furnishing
homes and for their repair and rehabilitation
and the labor used In connection with such
constructIon, repair and rehabllitation now
to a large extent In the channels of Interstate commerce. In NLRB v. Denver Building
and Construction Trades Council, 341 U.S.
675 (1951) the ccurt held that the NLRB
had jurisdiction under the Commerce CI3use
over a dlspu te in the bulldlng trades because
the disagreement might have prevented
buildl!"]g rna teria!s from crossing state !lnes.
In United States v. Employing Plasterers' Association of Chicago, 347 U.S. 186 (1954) the
court upheld a complaint alleging a conspiracy to suppress competition among Chicago plastering con tractors charged to be
affecting the flow of plastering m" terlJI into
Illinois as stating an appropriate cause of
action within the federal jurisdiction. The
courts have held that interstate commerce
is burdened by the activities of 4anltors in
a building where some of those haVing offices In the building were engaged in interstate work, NLRB v. Tri-State Casualty Insurance Company, 188 F. 2nd 50, by the labor
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practices of a newspaper with an out-of- during the Reconstruction Period. A few of
state circulation of about one-half of one the highlights of the book may be given here.
Describing the history of the Fourteenth
per cent, Mabee v. White Plains Publishing
Company, 327 U.S. 178, and by the price of Amendment, Flack says that one of its most
active
proponents told the House that Conmilk which is produced and sold intrastate
but which competes with milk shipped from gress should have the power to declare what
outside the state, United states v. Wright- rights should be secured to ali citizens. It
was immediately after his speech that the
woOd Dairy Company, 315 U.S. 110 (1942).
It Is submitted that the disturbances House approved the Amendment (pp. 8D-81) ,
which occurred In the racial ghettos of New Flack comments (at pp. 81-2) :
"It does seem proper to say that Congress
York, Rochester and Watts Which, It is conceded, arose in part, at least, out of the pat- would be authorized to pass any law which
tern of racial segregation In housing In ef- It might declare 'appropriate and necessary'
fect In those areas, have similar adverse im- to ensure to citizens their PriVileges and Impact on the channels of Interstate commerce. munities, together with the power to declare
If some of those adversely affected by such what were those privileges and Immunities."
housing segregation beIleve that resort to (Emphasis supplied)
Flack also says that the framers of the
violence and to attacks on local business as
well as interstate business may be necessary Amendment Intended to make a great change
If their wrongs are to be righted, Congress In the Federal Government and that "Their
may properly deal with such housing seg- failure to do this Is due to the strained conregation under the Commerce Clause In view struction put upon their work by the SuCourt." (p. 69).
of the adverse effect this clearly has on In- preme
A bill prohibiting discrimtnation in places
terstate commerce.
of
public
accommodation was introduced in
Hence the Commerce Clause of the Con- the Congress
in 1873 (pp. 260-1). One of its
stitution encompasses a constitutional pow- supporters, Congressman Lawrence, who was
er In Congress to adopt legislation directed a member of Congress when the Fourteenth
against discrimination in housing.
Amendment was approved, expressed the
II. CONGRESS HAS POWER TO DEAL WITH HOUSING
view as to the first section of the AmendDISCRIMINATION UNDER SECTION 5 OF THE
ment that, "The object of this provision is
14TH AMENDMENT
to make all men equal by the law. If a State
Congress can enact legislation against dis- permits Inequality in rights to be created or
crimination In housing as an exercise of Its meted out by citizens or corporations enjoypower under Section 5 of the Fourteenth ing Its protection, it denies the equal protection of the laws." He also said: "What the
Amendment which provides:
"The congress shall have power to enforce State permits by its sanction, having the
by appropriate legislation the provisions of power to prohibit, It does In effect itself,"
(p. 262).
this article."
Flack concluded his book as follows (p.
This Section, properly viewed, is a broad
delegation to Congress of power to achieve 277):
"However futile was the effort by Congress
the basic purpose of the Fourteenth Amendment-to end inequaIlty and the indicia of to give vitality to the Amendment as interpreted by Itself and by those who had most
slavery.
This view of the Amendment can be re- to do with Its drafting and adoption, the fact
remains
that nearly all the evidence goes to
jected only if Section 5 is interpreted narrOWly as empowering Congress to do no more sustain the position of Congress as far as
than police and enforce the provisions of the the question of power and authority Is conpreceding sections. We recognize that that Is cerned. The evidence shows that according
the teaching of the Supreme Court's decision to the purpose and Intention of the Amendof 1883 In the CiVil Rights Cases, 109 U.S. 3. ment as declared in the debates In Congress
We submit, however, that the restraints of and in the several state legislatures and In
that decision should no longer be looked other ways, Congresll had the constitutional
power to enact direct legislation to secure
upon as binding.
the rights of citizens against violatIons by
A. The civil rights cases were wrongly
individuals as well as by the states."
decided
LegiSlation against discrimination In
There is a'wealth of authority that the housing by Congress is designed to deal wi th
Supreme Court of 1883, in Its decision in the the fact that state law all too frequently
Civil Rights Cases, departed completely from
"permits inequality In rights to be created or
the plain intent of the Amendment as pro- meted out by citizens or corporations . . ."
posed by Congress and approved by the It Is an exercise of the power whIch tile
states. See, for example, the authorities cited framers of the Fourteenth Amendment inI n Justice Goldberg's concurring opinion In
tended to confer on Congress-to declare the
Bell v. Maryland, 378 U.S. 226, 289-305
rights, priVileges and Immunities created by
(1964). Most striking Is the fact that, In the Amendment. As such, It is clearly con1875, only a few years after the Amendment stitutional.
was approved, Congress enacted a statute
broadly prohibiting discrimination In places B. The authority Of the Civil Rights cases has
been destroyed
of public accommodation (18 Stat. 335),
The Civil Rights Cases and Plessy v. Ferquite plainly demonstrating thereby Its
understanding that it hact the power thus to guson, 163 U.S. 537 (1896), were the principal
reach practices by private parties that pre- decisions In the series of cases In which the
vent attainment of equality In fact. The Supreme Court largely frustrated the equaliCourt's subsequent decision that Congress tarian aspects of the Fourteenth Amenddid not have that power was thus Inconsist- ment. In both, the first Justice Harlan disent With the views of those in the best posi- sented. His diEsent In the Plessy case Is now
tion to know what they had Intended only the law of the land as a result cf the series
a few y~ars earlier.
of Supreme Court decisions destroying the
Only 25 years after the decision In the "Separate but Equal" doctrine (beginning
with Brown v. 7'opeka Board Of Ed,lcation,
Civil Rights Cases was handed down, its
reasoning was closely analyzed and rejected 347 U.S. 483 (1954). It can be only a matter
by a person entirely sympathetic to the re- of time before Justice Harlan's dissent in
sult It reached. H. E. Flack, The Adoption 01 the Civil Rights Cases similarly becomes the
law of the land. In fact. thIs may already
the Fourteenth Amendment (Johns Hopkins
Press, 1908). Flack examineci .Ln detall the have taken place by virtue. of the Supreme
legislative history of the Amendment, in- Court's decision this year in Katzenbach v.
clUding the debates In Congress and news- Morgan, 379 U.S. 294, 34 U.S.L.W. 4483, depaper reports concerning the debates In the cided June 13, 1966.
The COurt in that case upheld the validity
various ratifying states. He also examined
the debates on the civil rights laws adopted of Section 4(e) of the Voting Rights Act of
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1965 (42 U.S.C. 1973b(e). That Section provides that no person who has success!Ully
completed the sixth primary grade In a pub11c school In, or a private school accredited
bYo'ithe Commonwealth of Puerto Rico In
which the language of Instruction was other
than English shall be denied the right to
vote In any election because of his Inab1l1ty
to read and write English. It was enacted, as
the· statute recites in sub-paragraph (1). In
order to "secure the rights under the FoUl"teenth Amendment of persons educated In
American fiag schools. . . ."
The prOVision was challenged on the
ground that (1) the Fourteenth Amendment
did not by itself, under the Equal Protection
Clause of Section I, bar states from adopting
English literacy tests for voting and (2)
Congress had no power to create rights not
already In existence by reason of the EqUal
Protection Clause. The Supreme COurt specificially accepted the validity of the first
of these two points. (Indeed, the Court refused to decide the Issue in a companion case
which squarely ralsed the point. Cardona v.
Power, U.S. 34 U.S.L.W. 4488, decided the
same day). Assuming that the Equal Protection Clause does not of itself prohibit an
English literacy test, the COurt, voting 7 to 2,
ruled that Congress has power to find and
declare that equal protection is denied by
use of the test. It specifically said:
"We hold that, In the application Challenged In this case, Section 4(e) Is a proper
exercise of the powers granted to Congress
by Section 5 Of the Fourteenth Amendment . . ." (Emphasis supplied)

Referring to the argument of the Attorney
General of New York that Section 4(e) could
not be sustained under Section 5 of the
Amendment "unless the judiciary decides-even with the guidance of a Congressional
judgment-that the applloatlon of the English literacy requirement prohibited by
Section 4(e) Is forbidden by the Equal Protection Clause itself," the Court said shortly,
"We disagree." It went on:
"Correctively viewed, Section 5 is a positive
grant of legislative power authoriZing Congress to exercise Its discretion In determining whether and what legislation is needed
to secure the guarantees of the Fourteenth
Amendment." (Emphasis added.)
Turning to the question Whether the
challenged statute was an appropriate exercise of that power, the Court said:
"Section 4(e) may be readily seen as
'plainly adapted' to furthering these alms of
the Equal Protection Clause. The practical
effect of Section 4(e) is to prohibit New
York from denying the right to vote to large
segments of Its Puerto Rican community.
Congress has thus prohibited the State from
denying to that community the right that
'Is preservative of all rights.' . . . It is not
for us to review the Congressional resolution
of these factors. It Is enough that we be able
to perceive a basis upon which the Congress
might resolve the confilct as It did. There
plainly was such a basis to support Section
4(e) In the application in question In this
case. Any contrary conclusion would require
us to be blind to the realities famlllar to
the legislators."
There can be little dOUbt that this decision SUbstantially undermines the 83-yearold authority of the Civil Rights Cases (even
thought neither the Court nor the dissenting
Justices referred to It). In 1883, the Court
held that Section 5 gives Congress no substantive power to declare what is and what Is
not a denial of equal protection. Now, the
Court has held that Congress has just that
power. Congress should have no hesitation
about using It, partiCUlarly In view of the
strong evidence that the COurt's present
rUling merely restores the original understanding of what Section 5 was supposed to
do.
The enactment of federal fair-hoUSing legIslation would be an exercise of Congress'
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promises to continue patterns of housing
segregation with resultant adverse effects
such as intergroup tension, increased mortality, unhealthful living conditions. and a
variety of evlls threatening the health,
safety, and welfare of this Nation and disrupting Its patterns of commerce. There
can be no doubt that the eradication of
such evils is a legitimate exercise of Congressional power, in accordance with
Nebbia, and Heart Of Atlanta Motel, supra.
The validity of state anti-discrimination
statutes limiting property rights other than
those in real property Is well established.
ThUS, laws prohibiting discrimination in employment and accommodations at the state
and local levels of government, upheld as
valid exercises of the pollee power, are now
commonplace. See Railway Mail Ass'n. v.
Corsi, 326 U.S. 88 (1945), Bob Lo Excursion
Co. v. People Of the State of Michigan, 333
U.S. 28 (1945).
Rather than being inviolable, as Is so often
claimed by their champions, the rights of
nI. FAIR HOUSING LEGISLATION IS NOT A DENIAL
owners
of private property refiect at any
OF DUE PROCESS
given moment of time a decision by society
The opponents of federal and state fair as to how the competing interests of various
housing laws have consistently used the Individuals are to be balanced. See Bentham.
term "forced housing" to describe such pro- Limits Of Jurisprudence Refined 84 (Everett
posals. They have talked much about how ed. 1945) as quoted in Powell, "Property
such laws involve an unconstitutional in- Rights and Civil Rights," 15 Hastings Law
terference with the rights of private property Journal 135 (1963). In the case of legislation
owners to sell to whom they please. Where prohibiting discrimination In brood catereference has been made to constitutional gories of housing, many of the states have alinhibitions against such proposals, It has ready acted to lessen or eradicate the evil
been in terms of Violation of the "due proc- sought to be eliminated by the proposed
ess" clause of either the Fifth or Fourteenth legislation. See "State statutes, and Local
Amendments.
Ordinances Prohibiting Dlsc.r1mlnation in
An examination of the authorities reveals Housing and Urban Renewal Operations,"
that quite the opposite is the case. As was December 1961, Housing and Home Finance
stated by the Supreme Court in Nebbia v. Agency, Massachusetts Commission Against
New York, 291 U.S. 520, 623 (1934), where Discrimination v. Colangelo, 344 Mass. 387
the power of New York State to regUlate milk (1962), N.Y. State Commissfon Against Disprices was upheld, "Under our form of gov- criminati.on v. Pelham HaZZ Apts., 10 Misc. 2d
ernment the use of property and the mak- 334, 170 NYS 2d 750 (1958); and see MUlkey
Ing of contracts are normally matters of pri- v. Reitman, 64 Cal. 24 529 (1966) Where the
vate and not public concern. . . . But California Supreme Court has recently struck
neither property rights nor contract rights down an amendment to the CeJifornia State
are absolute; for government cannot exist Constitution which authorized the practice
if the citizen may at w1l1 use his property of discrimination in the sale or rental of
to the detriment of his fellows, or exercise housing by private persons as violative of the
his freedom of contract to work them federal Constitution, thereby reinstating
harm. . . .n
California's fair housing law. This decision
Insofar as respects the legitimate sphere was recently aftlrmed by the U.S. Supreme
for governmental action, at page 525 the Court, -U.S.-; 87 Sup. Ct. 1627 (1967). See
Court goes on to say that the requirement also, Robison, J. B. "Housing-The Northern
Is merely that" . . . the end shall be accom- Civil RIghts Frontier" 13 West. Reserve L.R. 1
plished by methods consistent with due proc- (1961) and Saks and Rabkin, "Racial And
ess. And the guaranty of due process, as has Rellglous Discrimination In Housing: A Reoften been held, demands only that the law port of Legal Progress" 45 Iowa L.R. 488
shall not be unreasonable, arbitrary or capri- (1960) .
cious, and that the means selected shall have
Opponents of fair housing legislation argue
a real and SUbstantial relation to the object that the rights of private property, particusought to .be attained."
larly real property, are in some manner suThe scope and limitations of Congressional perior to other rights. This is not the case.
power under due process requirements were See, Powell, Richard R. B., "Property Rights
recently demonstrated in Heart Of Atlanta and Civil Rights," supra. When there eXists
Motel, Inc. v. U.S., supra where the consti- a conflict between the interests of the state
tutionality of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and of private property, the power of the
was upheld. The Court there disposed of state when reasonably exercised is supreme.
the contention of a private motel owner that West Coast Hotel v. Parrish, 300 U.S. 379
by denying to him the right to choose his (1937). This is no less true in the case of
customers on the basis of race, the Act had housing than In the other Instances cited,
deprived him of liberty and property with- supra.
out due process of law. Applying the same
Particularly as respects the use and enjoystandard to federal legislation as it had in ment of real property, there are Innumerable
Nebbia, supra, i.e.• that there was a rational examples wherein the rights of private propbasis for its action, and that the means erty have yielded to the superior interest of
chosen were reasonable and appropriate, the the state. Dividing the powers of property
Court said, at p. 258, that, If such were the into their two main headings, (one) the
case, " . . . appellant has no 'right' to select power to dispose of what is owned, i.e., allenits guests as It sees fit, free from govern- ablllty, and (two) the power to use the land
ment regulation."
in question, one finds In the first instance
As respects the field of housing, there can restraints of the following order: laws on unno longer be any doubt that discrimination lawful restraints on alienation; the general
In housing exerts a pernicious effect on law against lllegal or anti-social disposisociety In general and on large fegments of tions; the strict formalities attendant upon
it in partiCUlar. As Is abundantly docu- lawful execution of deeds; and the various
mented. Its existence is the wo1l-spring of rules respecting alienabUlty, such as the Rule
many of the social !lis that afflict this Na- Against Perpetuities.
tion today. If not brought to an end, It
As respects restraints on the use of private

power under Section 5 fUlly as justifiable as
Section 4(e). Congress has heard extensive
evidence on the extent and harmful effects
of housing bias-t.hat It is a nationwide
p.henomenon dominating the housing market
and compelling one-tenth of our people to
de facto apartheid, with all Its accompanyIng evlls. You do not have a Watts riot without a Watts.
In the Morgan decision, the Supreme
Court stressed that voting is a basic right
because It Is "preservative of all rights."
But the same COurt noted 45 years ago that,
in the words of Justice Holmes, "housing Is
a necessary of Ufe." Block v. Hirsch, 256 U.S.
135, 156 (1921). This Is one of the "realities
famlllar to the legislators" to Which the Supreme Court would not be "bllnd."
There Is, therefore, ample basis for Congressional action deallng firmly with housIng discrimination-an evil that corrOdes,
distorts and frustrates all efforts to give
reality to the American promise of equality.
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property, one finds a huge array of laws, both
state and local. Thus. we find laws respectIng easements; zoning; riparian rights; the
height of buUdlngs; nuisances; emergency
rent regulations; the sanitary conditions of
places of habitation. The Ust could be lengthened but the point is clear: there Is not
now nor has there been In the past a free,
unfettered, wholly "private" use of private
real property without regard to the effect of
the use on one's neighbors and society In
general. The rights In real property, just as
other property rights, are subject to the
regulation of the state in the exercise of Its
pollee power to legislate for the general welfare of all Its citizens.
The argument that rights In real property
are In some manner exempt from the exercise of the pollee power was answered by the
Supreme Court In Levy Leasing Ltd. v. SiegeZ.
258 U.S. 242 at p. 247 (1922), a case dealing
with emergency rent legislation In New York
State, with the statement that, ". . . this
court has held that there Is no such Inherent
difference In property In land, from that In
tangible and Intangible personal property,
all exempts It from the operation of the pOllee
power In appropriate cases . . ."
From the review of the state law restrictIng In various manners the use and enjoyment by owners of real property, It would
appear clear that the test of NeblJia, supra,
as respects due process requirements Is just
as valid In the field of real property as In
any other legltlmate area of regulation on
behalf of the greater Interests of the state.
Insofar as the argument that "due process"
bars laws agalnst housing discrimination IS
concerned, It might be well to recall the
words of Mr. Justice Frankfurter In Railway
Mail Ass'n v. Corsi. supra. at p. 98 Where a
New York state statute prohibiting discrimination by unions was held constitutional He
noted that If the state chose to put Its power
behind the wishes of those persons who would
put an end to racial and reUglous discrimination, the Due Process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment could not be raised
against the assertion of that power, saying:
"To use the Fourteenth Amendment as a
sword against such State power would stultify that Amendment. Certainly the Insistence
by Individuals on their private prejudices as
to race. color or creed, In relations like those
now before us, ought not to have a higher
constitutional sanction than the determination of a State to extend the area of nondiscrimination beyond that which the Constitution itself exacts."
The logic of that argument applies With no
less binding force upon the legislation herein
contemplated by the federal government.
CONCLUSION

It Is respectfully submitted on the basis

of the foregoing that Congress Is clearly empowered under the Commerce Clause and
section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment to
enact legislation directed against discrimination In all aspects of housing.

Mr. PERCY. Mr. President, will the
distinguished Senator from Minnesota
yield for a question?
Mr. MONDALE. I am delighted to yield
to the distinguished Senator from Illinois.
Mr. PERCY. I would like to remind
the distinguished Senator that we had a
Supreme Court test case in Illinois of
the constitutionality of the local ordinance adopted by the City Council of the
City of Chicago. The Supreme Court of
Illinois upheld the constitutionality of
local ordinances. We now have in Illinpis the)egislative question as to Whether
or not a state law can be adopted.
I shoUld like to ask the distinguished
Senator from Minnesota-who comes
from a State which has been enlightened

enough to adopt state legislation for fair
hOUsing-Whether or not the law has
been tested in Minnesoba?
Mr. MONDALE. We have had state
court procedures in connection with
housing and in every case I know of, plus
the opinion of the Attorney General, it
has been unanimously held that our
State fair housing law is a constitutional
enactment. I doubt that there is any
serious oonstitutional issue surrounding
the enactment of our law whatsoever.
I think the same is manifestly true
with respect to the power of the Federal
Government, through the reach of the
14th amendment and the commerce
clause, to have the power it must have
to prohibit discrimination in the sale or
rental of housing.
I think we might expect, however, to
be oonfronted with this issue, because
every time the U.S. senate has tried to
adopt a long overdue civil rights measure, whether it was public accommodations or voting rights or the other civil
rights measures that have been passed
by this body in the last 10 years, on all
ocoasions we have been greeted with the
argument that it was utterly unconstitutional. And in every case the Supreme
Court has in fact held it to be constitutional. I expect to hear that again, but
I think it is a strawman. I think there
is no doubt about the constitutionality of
this measure.
Mr. PERCY. I would like to remind
the distingUished Senator from Minnesota that I asked the Attorney General
of the United States, in our hearings before the Housing Subcommittee of the
Banking and Currency Committee
whether or not the Republican-sponsored-I am happy to say-open-occupancy legislation which was adopted by
the House and which a majority of
Illinois Republican Representatives, as
well as an overwhelming majority of
Democratic members from Illinois, supported, was constitutional, in his judgment.
I would like permission, .and ask
unanimous consent, to include in the
RECORD the reply the Attorney General
gave, in which he unequivocally said that
in his judgment the House-passed measure was a constitutional bill.
There being no objection, the opinion
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows;
Attorney General CLARK. Yes, that was
constitutional, Senator Percy, In our judgment. That was not the b11l that the administration had sent forward. It had amend_
ments In the area of extent of coverage.

Mr. MONDALE. I thank the Senator
from minois for his most significant
contribution.
Mr. President, I am delighted to yield
the fioor.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I suggest
the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.
Mr.. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. President; I ask unanimous consent that the
order for the quorum call be rescinded.
~e PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
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Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I again
suggest the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk
will call the roll.
The bill clerk proceeded to call the roll.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that the order for the
quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
INTERFERENCE WITH CIVIL RIGHTS
The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill (H.R. 2516) to prescribe penalties for certain acts of violence or intimidation, and for other purposes.
Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, we now
have before us what is probably properly
called one of the three major remaining
pieces of legislation to meet the present
exigencies of the crisis of the citles--a
crisis which, in my judgment. is equal to
the crisis which we fiace in Vietnam.
Much too little attention has been focused upon this particular measure dealing with discrimination in housing, and
much too little attention given to its importance in the minds of those who feel
that, for a century, they have been a depressed and discriminated-against element of the American community.
Mr. President, housing to Americans
who are discriminated against-chiefly
Negroes, though there are also others-is a vital issue: more important than
jobs, and even more important than
equal treatment under the law. It is the
issue of personal dignity and of basic
incentive; for the greatest incentive
known to man is a good home in a good
neighborhood, with decent surroun<1!ngs,
such as most of us have in our country.
It is a fundamental element of dignity
that a man may enjoy such a home without hindrance, as expressed in the often
quoted but still very true phrase that "his
home is his castle:'
This is felt most keenly by the man
whose eyes meet, upon waking every
morning and looking about him, nothing
but depressing dirt, rats, and generally
desultory housing and community conditions, ranging from the very worst to
the mediocre. This, I know from my
knowledge of such communities, represents a monumental contribution to those
social tensions which have brought us to
the crisis toward which this measure is
addressed.
The other two unmet aspects of this
issue of great importance, Mr. President,
are, first, Senator HART'S bill dealing with
the protection which the law affords to
those who seek to assert their civil rights,
and to those who obey their convictions
and aid others who would assert those
rights; and, second, a measure which
would seek to provide assurances that the
same kinds of discrimination and segregation will not be used to deny men the
job opportunities and job training which
their talents and initiative deserve. That
is the trilogy of legislation which remains
to be enacted, and should be enacted in
this very session of Congress, in this field.
Mr. P,resident, these unmet needs are
the priine contributors to the basic
causes which put the Nation in such internal peril in the summer of 1967, and
Which, Without being Cassandras, we

